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Creativity, The Connected Economy and Offenders

Introduction
The project Creativity, the Connected Economy and Offenders – (CCEO), funded by
Erasmus+ (2015-2017), brings together a group of European partners working in the
criminal justice system - Pictora, LTD (UK) - coordinator; Associação Humanidades (PT),
Panevezio Correction House (LT) and RIA - Resocializacijas un Integracijas Asociacija (LV),
that are passionate about exploring new approaches to support offenders in resettlement
and to reduce the likelihood of reoffending, inputting a special skill set to the project.
CCEO aim has been to develop, test and mainstream across the EU, innovative new learning
methodologies, approaches, tools and materials to support offenders, ex-offenders,
individuals at risk of offending use creativity to access the Connected Economy.
Training methodologies, materials and tools developed by the partnership have been tested
with offenders, ex- offenders and people at risk of offending under a series of National
Training Pilots across all partner countries in order to evaluate their quality, adequacy and
efficacy and also collect improvement feedback among participants.
Contact details for the CCEO partners can be found on the project website:
www.create4life.net

Framework of the Study of lessons learned from the CCEO Programme in 4 EU Member
States Report
Each partner organization has evaluated the pilots in their own countries and a National
Training Pilot Report has been produced, (Portugal, Lithuania, Latvia and the UK), which
forms an integral part of the Study of lessons learned from the CCEO Programme in 4 EU
Member States Report.
Each report follows a similar format exploring the context of the national pilots, the types of
learners involved in the training, an evaluation of the pilots and sessions undertaken
including both learner and trainer feedback. Finally, each National Training Report contains
a conclusions and recommendations section.
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How to use the Study of lessons learned from the CCEO Programme in 4 EU Member
States Report
The Study of Lessons Learned Report, consisting of the four in-depth National Training,
provides a valuable resource for trainers, policy makers and organisations working in the
criminal justice sector who would like to repeat or mainstream either the whole programme
or individual training activities. The conclusions of each CCEO partner organisation will help
with the development of workshops/training sessions and the identification of potential
weak areas when transferring the project to a new delivery environment or client group.
It is important to stress that the CCEO training materials/tools, which can be found in The
CCEO Manual (available on www.create4life.net) , can be used in any sequence that is most
suitable for the learner group. Each project partner delivered their programmes in differing
ways to meet the needs of their learners. The National Training Pilot Reports highlight the
differing programme delivery approaches. A trainer or organization using the CCEO training
materials can design their own sequence of delivery, using all or just some of the training
tools.
The National Training Reports contain copies evaluation documents, that can be copied and
used in the delivery of new programmes.
Comparative Global Results - overview
Collating the global data from across the CCEO project (from the Wheel of life evaluation),
highlights some positive trends. From the global average results of CCEO learners (see
Comparative Global Results - data), the following trends are noticeable when considering
the impact of the programme on resettlement:
•
•
•
•
•
•

an increase in the confidence of learners when considering preparing for an
interview
an increase in finding a work passion in life
an increase in confidence working with other people
an increase in confidence about the learner’s future
an increase in understanding The Connected Economy
a decrease in considering that having a criminal record affects employment.
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The later point is important as it directly combats the development of the condition of
‘Learned Helplessness’, in other words the development in a prisoner of the idea that they
will now not be able to achieve anything in life, due to their criminal conviction.
All partner organisations noted that prisoners found the learning materials/tools engaging.
Panevezio Correction House (Lithuania) found that prisoners completing the 1st pilot were
requesting to do the programme again because they enjoyed it so much, while Pictora (UK)
had prisoners asking to join the 2nd pilot as a result of peer recommendation. Many learners
in their evaluation were recommending more training sessions and longer sessions
Finally, although many learners felt they were very competent in their knowledge and use of
social media, after the training programme many started to see the employment/business
opportunities offered by social media, which is highlighted in an increase in their
understanding of how to use social media to create a positive personal network and
increase their social capital.
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1. Introduction
The project Creativity, the Connected Economy and Offenders – CCEO, funded by Erasmus+ (2015-2017),
brings together a group of European partners working in the criminal justice system - Pictora, Ldt (UK) coordinator; Associação Humanidades (PT), Panevezio Correction House (LT) and RIA - Resocializacijas un
Integracijas Asociacija (LV), that are passionate about exploring new approaches to support offenders in
resettlement and to reduce the likelihood of reoffending, inputting a special skill set to the project1.
CCEO aims to develop, test and mainstream across the EU, innovative new learning methodologies,
approaches, tools/materials to support offenders/ex-offenders/individuals at risk of offending use creativity
to access the Connected Economy.
Training methodologies/ materials/ tools developed by the partnership are tested with offenders/ exoffenders/ people at risk of offending under National Training Pilots across all partner countries in order to
evaluate their quality, adequacy and efficacy and also collect improvement feedback among participants.
The purpose of this report is to present the results of Training Pilots run in Portugal by Associação
Humanidades, in October 2016 and February 2017.
Prepared by Associação Humanidades evaluation member staff, responsible for data collection, processing
and analysis, the report includes a brief overview on training pilots implementation framework – context
and participants profile; training programme reference basis and adaptation; training pilots evaluation
model - tools and methodologies and main evaluation results, followed by concluding notes and
recommendations.

1

Pictora is an innovative 'not for profit' Social Enterprise, bringing the therapeutic value of offender art together with the practical creativity of
entrepreneurship and business enterprise skills, in order to support offenders in prison, "Through the Gate", and back into society. Pictora is reducing
reoffending by engagement in arts and entrepreneurship through social enterprise. Associação Humanidades is a private, non for profit organisation
aimed at social inclusion of disadvantaged groups, mainly youngsters and children. Develops an integrated approach to social problems based on
innovative and flexible methodologies that promote empowerment of agents and learning facilities and resources that support educational and
sociocultural activities contributing to the promotion of quality of life, equality of opportunities and equity between individuals and territories. The
Panevezys Correction House is the only of Lithuania’s 11 penal institutions enforcing custodial sentences imposed on female offenders. At present,
an average of 300 inmates serve their term here, including women raising their children under the age of three years in the Mothers and babies
unit. Educational opportunities and social rehabilitation programmes are being provided in the institution in order to help inmates to better prepare
for life after release. Resocialization and Integration Association (RIA) is a Christian fellowship organisation dealing with ex-offenders through its
community centres. RIA is an umbrella organisation for five independent charity organisations which provide support for people in crisis situation,
mainly ex-offenders, former inmates, persons suffering from various addictions (alcohol, drugs, gambling), homeless persons and any other kind of
marginalized individuals whom cannot adopt into regular social life. RIA through its member organisations provides everyday support to these
persons and by various tools, to help them reintegrate back into social life and labour market. Currently altogether the RIA member organisations
provide everyday support to approximately 150 – 200 persons per day, giving them overnight accommodation possibilities, food and training
opportunities. All these activities are purely financed by donations and individual projects.
"The European Commission support for the production of this publication does not constitute an endorsement of
the contents which reflects the views only of the authors, and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any
use which may be made of the information contained therein."
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2. National Training Pilots
2.1. Implementation framework
Associação Humanidades run 2 different pilots in different contexts with different target groups but
similar profiles/personal and social development needs.

2.1.1. Context
First National Pilot was run in Leiria Prison (Youngsters), a special prison for young offenders (16-25) across
the country, located in the central region of Portugal. Associação Humanidades has a close cooperation
background with Leiria Prision based on the development of projects to support offenders’ personal and
social development, promoting their future social reintegration.
Additionally, a second Pilot was run in Women Support Centre, an integrated response service to early
pregnancy/ motherhood in disadvantaged situation provided by Associação Humanidades in Lisbon
headquarters.

National
Pilots

Table 1 - AH pilots description
When
For how long

Where

1

Leria - Leiria Prison
(Youngsters)

2

Lisbon – Women
Support Centre

11th,

12th

With whom
Learners

Facilitators

19th

and
October 2016

3 days/ 15
hours

15 young offenders

2 trainers
1 eval. responsible*

1st February 2017

1 day/ 3,5
hours

7 teenage/ young
moms

1 trainer

* Evaluation staff member only present on 19Th October training sessions as a participant observer.

Leiria Prison (Youngsters)

Women Support Centre (AH)

"The European Commission support for the production of this publication does not constitute an endorsement of
the contents which reflects the views only of the authors, and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any
use which may be made of the information contained therein."
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2.1.2. Participant’s profile
Learners’ features
Among the main features of learners engaged in Leiria Prison we highlight a group of 15 young males from
19 to 25 years old with diverse country background/origin – from portuguese speaking and european
countries – with high educational levels (comparatively to offenders national average). Even though the
majority has no occupation, a quarter has work, education or training activity.
The group was selected and invited to participate in the training sessions by prison management according
to programme aims, learning contents and offenders’ availability/ free time from other prison activities.
Participation was voluntary, not mandatory.
Women Support Centre Pilot included a group of 8 young/ teenage mothers, from 16 to 25 years old,
Portuguese and Cape Verde background, with poor qualifications and facing employment vulnerability has
a result of school failure and drop out trajectories. The majority of these learners have 5-7 years in schooling,
half of national compulsory limit. Once again participation was voluntary, not mandatory. The invitation
was extended to the group of teenage/ young mothers supported by Associação Humanidades.
Table 2 - AH pilots’ learners main features
Country
Years of school/
background/origin
Education level*

National
Pilots

Sex

Age

1

15 men

19-25 years old
(average 22)

Portuguese-7
Cape Verde-2; Brazil-2;
France-1; Spain-1;
Ukraine - 1

> 9 years/ ISCED 2 – 7
> 12 years/ ISCED 3 - 7

Inactive/ unemployed-2
Construction-1/ Cleaning -1
Student-2
No replies-8

2

8 women

16-25 years old
(average 19)

Portuguese-5
Cape Verde-3

> 9 years/ ISCED 2 – 7
> 12 years/ ISCED 3 - 1

Student-5
Unemployed-2
Family helper-1

Occupation/ employment

Note: Mandatory schooling in Portugal – 12 years (ISCED 3)

Trainers’ skills/ experience
Both national training pilots were run by members of AH internal team, facilitators with large experience
on personal and social development of disadvantaged youngsters, promoting teenage pregnant/moms
social inclusion in Women Support Centre and young offenders’ social reintegration while still in prison.
Additionally, an evaluation responsible from AH internal staff was also present in the last day of Leiria Prison
Pilot, with learners consent, as a participant observer. Main aim was raising awareness on the importance
of their contributions to improve project tools/methodologies and collect qualitative input to pilots’
evaluation.

2.1.3 Training Programme reference basis and adaptation
Aiming to test and assess CCEO training programme/ units in a continuous improvement perspective,
National Training Pilots are based on the training model and tools designed by the partnership adjusted to
context and target-groups.

"The European Commission support for the production of this publication does not constitute an endorsement
of the contents which reflects the views only of the authors, and the Commission cannot be held responsible
for any use which may be made of the information contained therein."
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Training units
Who am I?
What is my
passion?
(LATVIA)

Learning to
Share & Trust
(LATVIA)

Blocks to
Creativity
(PORTUGAL)

Session Aim
Introduction to programme, tool and concepts of creativity
and connected economy:
What do we mean by the word creativity, it forms? Art
therapy and clay effect
that creativity may raise for the individual; The clay is useful
material for those who find it difficult to express in words own
feelings, emotions and thoughts; The clay is perfect material to
absorb strong emotions, including aggression; Promoting
mutual trust, self-learning, openness; Discovering creative
potential, discovering talents, abilities; Developing
communication skills, cooperation with others, empathy, selfdevelopment
Cooperation with others that the connected economy
creates for the individual;
Awareness of how things are connected;
Becoming more aware of what we see and what it may mean
Introduction to programme, tool and concepts of creativity
and connected economy:
What do we mean by the word creativity, it forms?; Promoting
mutual trust, self-learning, openness,; Discovering creative
potential, discovering talents, abilities; Developing
communication skills, cooperation with others, empathy, selfdevelopment
Cooperation with
others that the connected economy creates for the individual;
Awareness of how things are connected
Becoming more aware of what we see and what it may mean;
To facilitate the identification of existing knowledge and in the
acquisition of new knowledge
How discovering talents can be used to improve connections,
people who usually are not with high sense of responsibility
Awareness on creativity blocks:
- Discover blocks to creativity
-Challenge attitudes and perceptions around creativity
-Self-awareness

Table 3 - CCEO training programme reference basis
Learning Outcomes
Expected

Time
Differentiated

(hours)

-Understand the importance of creativity in its broadest sense in the
modern world
-Understand how creativity is linked to curiosity and improves problem
solving skills
-Identify how organisations make subliminal connections through them
Logos
-Identify and understand how different type fonts can be used to convey
differing messages and connections
-Identifying his activities with clay, it is important to understand, that
every person is free from the very beginning, even being locked behind
the bars
-In clay work to make the intention come true, your heart must be clean.
It needs to be cleaned from malevolence, greediness, haughtiness,
jealousy, resentment and condemnation.

-Curiosity
-Fun and fulfilling activity, can provide benefits to
emotional life
-Awareness of connections in the modern world
-Awareness on the tools of subliminal communication
-Awareness of how through connection awareness new
connections, sales can be achieved
-Use of connections to increase social capital
-Personal empowerment
-Clay like water and sand has a natural appeal. Clay is
wonderful

2,5

-Understand how creativity is linked to game curiosity and improves
problem solving skills
-Identified how organisations make subliminal connections through them
game
-Identify and understand how different type peoples can be used to
convey differing messages and connections
-Coaching principles in this game, its impact on the results

-Curiosity
-Game fulfilling activity, can provide benefits to
emotional life
-Awareness information of connections in our world
-Awareness on the tools of subliminal communication
- Awareness of how through connection awareness
new
connections, sales can be achieved
-Use of connections to increase social capital
- Personal empowerment in the Game
- Learning pyramid (learning by doing)
- Group work methods

2,5

-Understand the importance of attitudes, perceptions and myths around
creativity
-Identify blocks to creativity
-Identify environmental/cultural/perceptual/emotional blocks to
creativity
-Understand and identify differences between creativity and dishonesty
-Challenging Blocks to creativity

-Self-reflection
-Self-knowledge
-Increase awareness on the importance of
communication
Team working

2,5h

"The European Commission support for the production of this publication does not constitute an endorsement of the contents which reflects the views only of the authors,
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Training units

Session Aim

Table 4 - CCEO training programme reference basis (continuation)
Learning Outcomes
Expected

Social Media &
Positive
Connections
(PORTUGAL)

Awareness on social media opportunities to establish
positive connections for personal, social and professional
development

Igniting
Creativity
(LITHUANIA)

To encourage individuals to expand their mind and explore
their creativity; To help individuals build confidence in
their abilities and to challenge their “learned
helplessness”.

Creativity Lab
(LITHUANIA)

To encourage group members to share their creative or
business problems/challenges with the group; To engage
the group in creative problem solving through discussion
and practical exercises; To work out potential solutions to
problems/challenges raised

Connected
Economy
(UNITED
KINGDOM)

Introduction to programme: Initial course paper work
Introduction to the concept of creativity: What do we
mean by the word creativity? Issues that creativity may
raise for the individual
Introduction to the concept of a connected economy:
How the industrial age is changing to a connected
economy; Issues that the connected economy creates for
the individual
Awareness of how things are connected: Becoming more
aware of what we see/what may mean; How colour can be
used to improve connections
Introduction to Negotiation: Why is negotiation
important?; Positive connections through positive
negotiation skills
Approaches for negotiation: Understanding conflict;
Practical approaches to negotiation; Positive negotiation
behaviours; Negative negotiation behaviours; Dealing with
difficult situations
Practice, reflect and learn: Overcoming inhibition in
negotiating; Reflection approaches

Negotiation
(UNITED
KINGDOM)

Time
Differentiated

(hours)

-Knowledge of ICT tools role in everyday contexts to promote motivating
and engaging interaction that benefits everyone
-Knowledge on the main tools to exchange information, communicate and
participate in collaborative networks via Internet
-Knowledge on the advantages of safe use/ using confidently and critically
Information and Communication Technologies (ICT)/ Social Media for
work, leisure and communication
-Knowledge on impact of Social Media in connected economy/ society
-Participants have their creative thinking fired up
-Participants are better prepared to conjure their creative ideas to solve
their problems
-Participants develop their creative thinking skills: ability to generate new
ideas, analyse problem situations independently, use various creative
thinking techniques, search for the information, analyse and assess it
critically, and interact and cooperate within a group/team
-Participants increase their abilities to generate ideas
-Participants know how to overcome obstacles to creative thinking and
problem solving
-Participants increase their capacity to develop solutions
-Participants realise the benefits of networking for developing potential
solutions
-Curiosity
-Awareness of connections in the modern world
-Awareness on the tools of subliminal communication
-Awareness of how through connection awareness new connections, sales
can be achieved
-Use of connections to increase social capital
-Personal empowerment
-Team working

-Critical/reflective attitude towards available information
-Identifying the right ICT tool and using it for one’s own goals
-Self-control and responsible use of the interactive media
-An interest in engaging in communities and networks for
cultural, social and/or professional purposes
-Curiosity, openness to change

2,5h

-Self-reflection
-Team working
-Creative thinking techniques
- Curiosity

2,5h

-Critical/ reflective attitude towards available information
-Team working
-Curiosity, openness to change
-Awareness of networking for developing potential solutions

2,5h

-Critical thinking
-Interactive discussion
-Team work
-Personal reflection

2,5h

-Understand how positive negotiation can create positive connections
-Understand conflict: positional bargaining
-Develop 4 practical approaches to negotiation
-Recognise positive behaviours used by negotiators
-Recognise negative behaviours in negotiation
-Understand how to deal with difficult negotiation situations
-Overcome inhibition in negotiating
-Recognise the impact of emotions and feelings in negotiation

-Curiosity
-Awareness of connections in the modern world
-Awareness on the tools of subliminal communication
-Awareness of how through connection awareness new
connections, sales can be achieved
-Use of connections to increase social capital
-Personal empowerment
-Team working

2,5h

"The European Commission support for the production of this publication does not constitute an endorsement of the contents which reflects the views only of the authors,
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Programme adaptation to context/ learners
National Pilots run by Associação Humanidades both in Leiria Prison with young male offenders and in
Women Support Centre with disadvantaged young mother’s didn´t include all training units previously
presented, neither all the proposed dynamics/ exercises in training units, mainly due to:
-

training units contents, materials and delivery plans not completed at the time
time and logistic constraints regarding security and safety regulations in prison context
time constraints related to young mothers needs of personal, professional and family life
reconciliation in women support centre
methodological choices/adjustments of training contents/ dynamics to context specificities and
target-groups profile

National pilots: main features of CCEO tools test run in Portugal
As a result of programme adaptation to intervention context and target groups’ specificities, format and
content of CCEO tools test have special features.
Leiria Prison Pilot (October 2016) was closer to the original program, at the time, in terms of available
training units/ tools covered and sessions duration. Learners - 13 young male offenders - didn’t know each
other before and remained homogeneous throughout 3 day training sessions pilot (15 hours).
Later on, for Women Support Centre Pilot, agendas reconciliation resulted in a shorter, intensive and
focused worked plan. Fewer tools tested for shorter time with a smaller group of variable attendance
throughout the day (3 hours and a half).

"The European Commission support for the production of this publication does not constitute an endorsement of the
contents which reflects the views only of the authors, and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any
use which may be made of the information contained therein."

National
Pilots

1 - Leiria
Prison
(Youngsters)

Training units

Session aim

Social Media &
Positive
Connections

Awareness on social media opportunities to
establish positive connections for personal,
social and professional development

Blocks to
Creativity

Discovery of blocks to creativity, challenge of
attitudes and perceptions around creativity,
self-awareness

Creativity Lab

Encouragement of group members to share
their creative or business
problems/challenges with the group;
engagement of the group in creative
problem solving and development of
potential solutions to problems/challenges
Encouragement of individuals to expand
their mind and explore their creativity;
support individuals build confidence in their
abilities and challenge “learned
helplessness”
Promotion of mutual trust, self-learning,
openness; discovery of creative potential,
exploring talents, abilities, selfdevelopment; identification of existing
knowledge and acquisition of new
knowledge; development of communication
skills, empathy, responsibility and
cooperation with others
Introduction to the concept of creativity and
connected economy; awareness of how
things are connected, exploring different
meanings and shared perceptions to
improve connections

Igniting
Creativity

Learning to
Share & Trust

Connected
Economy

Table 5 - AH pilots description
Main activities developed – Facilitators’ brief description

Duration
(h)

Participants (nr)
Learners

Facilitators

ICT impact on modern society. Group debate around the importance of communication through
social networks. Group discussion questions: What types of social networking sites/ social media
are there? What they are for? How do they work? Who is using it? And you, you use it? With what
goals? Answers given by young people written on stage paper and later debated. QUIZ- In general,
the answers were identical. Feedback from young people about the difficulties and problems they
face. Youngsters were very participative throughout the session. This unit allowed them to discuss
their ideas quietly. Global evaluation very positive. Completion of participant questionnaire (Wheel
of Life); application form; individual image authorization; personal data protection/ authorization;
training unit evaluation questionnaire.
Test and explore creative ability of the group; exercise about the uses of the telephone and its
increase. Debate on the importance of the use of mobile phone. Images shown on the board,
youngsters associated several sentences to the images. One youngsters sentence "Our
imagination can take us wherever we want ...!!!; Planes: youngsters decorated the sheets as they
wanted, made and launched the planes. It was interesting to watch their reactions because not all
the paper planes were alike, and not all reached so far. Youngsters point out the fact that they
were following facilitators’ specific instructions on how to do the task. But facilitators only talked
about the objective, not the way of achieving it. Youngsters found it funny and came to realize the
purpose of the dynamic during a brief debate on blocks to creativity.
Not all dynamics were applied. Only dynamic number 4 wasn´t run, still the issues related to
offenders difficulties in labour market integration were covered during the training session. Even
though it was difficult to identify dreams, putting some thinking on that, they reached the goal.
Overall, they participated and were motivated. The lack of a previous relationship with the
facilitators may have been an inhibiting factor.

2h30

13

2 trainers

2h30

13

2 trainers

2h30

13

2 trainers

There was no time to run all the dynamics. The following dynamics were applied: 1, 2, e 9. The
group felt that the dynamics were very "childish". Despite this, they participated. It took some
time to accomplish the dynamic number 9, because of the difficulties of drawing with closed eyes.
Facilitators used the final 20/25 minutes to exchange ideas on topics that emerged at the
beginning and throughout the session (teenage pregnancy and domestic violence).
The group responded and shared considerations and questions in a reflective and dynamic way,
about the topics covered: Creativity; Emotions; Responsibility; Relationship.

2h30

13

2 trainers

2h30

13

2 trainers
1 evaluation
responsible

Association between brand images and colours used. The meaning of colours. What they
represent? Evaluation. Certificates delivery by project staff and prison management

2h30

13

2 trainers
1 evaluation
responsible

"The European Commission support for the production of this publication does not constitute an endorsement of the contents which reflects the views only of the authors,
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National
Pilots

2 – Lisbon:
AH Women
Support
Centre

Training units

Session aim

Social Media
& Positive
Connections

Awareness on social media opportunities to
establish positive connections for personal,
social and professional development

Blocks to
Creativity

Discovery of blocks to creativity, challenge
of attitudes and perceptions around
creativity, self-awareness

Learning to
Share & Trust

Promotion of mutual trust, self-learning,
openness; discovery of creative potential,
exploring talents, abilities, selfdevelopment; identification of existing
knowledge and acquisition of new
knowledge; development of communication
skills, empathy, responsibility and
cooperation with others

Table 6 - AH pilots description (continuation)
Main activities developed
Brief introduction on CCEO project; Filling of documents (participant questionnaire); Exploration
of the theme "Creativity"; Application of "Social Media and Positive Connections" tools, with the
exception of social media quiz; Application of "Blocks to Creativity" tool; Application of "Learning
to share & trust" tool; Completion of sessions evaluation questionnaire and participant
questionnaire.

Duration
(h)

Participants (nr)
Learners Facilitators

1h15

6

1 trainer

0h40

7

1 trainer

1h35

7

1 trainer

"The European Commission support for the production of this publication does not constitute an endorsement of the contents which reflects the views only of the authors,
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2.2. Monitoring & Evaluation
Training pilots evaluation model - main features of evaluation tools and methodologies
CCEO training pilots run by Associação Humanidades were evaluated by trainers/ facilitators and trainees/
learners, combining self and hetero assessment perspectives and including quantitative and qualitative
feedback on training units/ programme quality, adequacy and impact.
Table 7 - Brief summary on facilitators and learners evaluation focus - dimensions, indicators and questions
Dimensions
Focus of Evaluation Model
Organization

FACILIATORS assessment
Groups size
Sessions duration

Trainer(s)/ facilitators

LEARNERS assessment
Sessions duration
Sessions structure
Trainers performance
Communication clearness
Doubts/questions feedback

Trainees/ learners

Learners motivation for the theme(s)
Learners active participation

Tools & Methodologies

Training methodologies and tools
Training contents

Engaging material
Group interaction
Deep thinking

Training units/
programme overall
quality

Session global quality

Overall session assessment
Overall training programme assessment
Identification of most useful issues/ themes and
dynamics/ exercises

Improvements

Training units improvements

Training units improvements
Training programme improvements

Learning impact

Life skills development in project key areas

Different tools were used in specific timings for collecting quantitative and qualitative feedback among
training pilots participants, according to specific evaluation objectives2:
1) Training units/ programme quality and adequacy were assessed through evaluation questionnaires
filled in by facilitator(s) and learners after concluding training sessions (CCEO TEST - Training Unit
Evaluation Questionnaire – FACILITATOR and LEARNER) and training programme (CCEO TEST –
Training Programme Evaluation Questionnaire LEARNER) in order to collect specific feedback on
organizational issues, participants performance, tools and methodologies, training unit global
assessment and improvements;
2) Training programme impact on learners skills development was assessed through CCEO Wheel of
Life questionnaire filled in by learners in the beginning and end of the programme

2

Evaluation tools templates in appendix.
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National Pilots
1 - Leiria Prison
(Youngsters)

Who?
Trainer(s)/
Facilitators

Trainees/
Learners

Table 8 - Brief summary on AH training pilots’ evaluation activities
What?
How?
When?
Feedback?
Training Unit Evaluation End of
6 questionnaires
Questionnaire training unit
Training units
FACILITATOR
Quantitative
&
Training Unit Evaluation
48 questionnaires
qualitative
Questionnaire assessments
LEARNER
Training
programme
Skills
development/
learning
impact

2 – Lisbon: AH
Women
Support Centre

Trainer(s)/
Facilitators

Training units

Trainees/
Learners
Skills
development/
learning
impact

Training Programme
Evaluation
Questionnaire
Wheel of Life skills selfassessment

Training Unit Evaluation
Questionnaire FACILITATOR
Training Unit Evaluation
Questionnaire LEARNER
Wheel of Life skills selfassessment

End of
training
programme
Beginning of
the
programme
End of the
programme
End of
training unit

Beginning of
the
programme
End of the
programme

13 questionnaires

14 questionnaires
Quantitative
assessment
12 questionnaires
Quantitative
&
qualitative
assessments

Quantitative
assessment

3 questionnaires

19 questionnaires

8 questionnaires

5 questionnaires
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2.3. Evaluation results
The specificities of the training pilots run by Associação Humanidades, in terms of context, learners and
CCEO programme/ tools adaptation make it more appropriate to present and analyse separately evaluation
data collected under Leiria Prison and Women Support Centre tests3.

2.3.1. Leiria Prison Pilot
CCEO Training Sessions in Leiria Prison

As we have seen previously, evaluation tools have two main specific focuses: 1) training units/ programme
quality and adequacy assessment and 2) learning impact assessment/ learners skills development.

Training units/ programme quality and adequacy
The study sample on training units and programme quality and adequacy includes feedback from all
participants – facilitators and learners - with a broad global response rate of almost 100%.

Facilitators’ assessment
The 2 facilitators that run the pilot in Leiria reported their consensus assessment in a single evaluation form
for each of the training sessions, making a total of 6 evaluation questionnaires corresponding to 6 training
units (N=6, response rate 100%).
Quantitative evaluation results from facilitators’ assessment, based on an evaluation scale from 1 – lowest
score up to 5 – highest score, show the global high quality of the training programme.

3

Complementary evaluation data in appendix.
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Graphic 1 - Leiria training pilot global evaluation by facilitators

Evaluation scale: 1 - lowest score to 5 - highest score

Facilitators present medium to very high satisfaction levels with training units/programme.
Adequacy of learners’ group size and training session’s duration and the quality of training contents,
methodologies and tools contributed to the high levels of learners’ motivation and participation.

Graphic 2 - Facilitators satisfaction level – organization, learners, tools and methodologies and global quality

Evaluation scale: 1 - lowest score to 5 - highest score

Following training pilots objectives and despite evaluation positive results, facilitators left some clues on
future improvement focused on training contents/ methodologies adequacy to target-groups:

"The European Commission support for the production of this publication does not constitute an endorsement of
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Table 9 - Facilitators’ suggestions on training programme/units improvements
Training Units
Suggestions on improvements (literal transcriptions)
Social Media & Positive
Day 1
The tool worked very well. There are no improvements to point out.
Connections
Paper planes dynamic/ exercise didn´t work so well because the youngster’s didn´t
understood what the goal was. We suggest the revision of this dynamic, trying to
understand if it really makes sense for this target audience. However, youngsters used nontraditional strategies on planes decoration. They didn´t worry about the final result.
We suggest questions reformulation to be less intrusive so that this target-group does not
feel the need to create a non-existent character. We felt that all of them, in the answers
they gave, had the intention to prove that when they leave prison they want a job, a family
and a stable life.
Youngsters were not comfortable with the dynamic of drawing with closed eyes. We
believe that there is a need for dynamics that are adapted to this target-group and a
constant monitoring of offenders new realities. This dynamics should awaken one´s
individual creativity adapting to the reality in which they live in.

Blocks to Creativity
Day 2
Creativity Lab

Igniting Creativity
Day 3

Learning to Share &
Trust

Nothing to add. The tool exceeded our expectations.

Connected Economy

Include tips to make a clear link between the connected economy and creativity topics.

Learners’ assessment
Learners filled in an anonymous evaluation questionnaire after each of the 3 days of work sessions, with
the exception of one learner who had to leave earlier and from whom it was not possible to collect the
evaluation on the last day of training. A total of 51 evaluation questionnaires were collected versus 52
attendances (N=51, response rate – 98%).
Global average results highlight trainers’ performance, communication clearness, and doubts / questions
feedback and give evidence of training contents, tools and methodologies quality – engaging materials and
group interaction get learners to thing deeper on subjects covered.
Graphic 3 - Learners’ satisfaction level - organization, trainers, tools and methodologies and global quality

Evaluation scale: 1 - lowest score to 5 - highest score

Training sessions were very well organized but learners’ global satisfaction level with time, more specially,
training programme/ units duration, although positive, leaves room for improvement.
15
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In addition to the evaluation made after each of 3 days of working sessions, a global programme evaluation
questionnaire was filled in by all 13 learners engaged in the pilot after concluding all training pilot activities
(N=13, response rate – 100%).
Results of learners’ final assessment show very high levels of satisfaction (evaluation scale from 1 – lowest
to 5 – highest score) with training units and overall programme, thus reinforcing data previously collected.
Graphic 4 - Leiria training pilot global evaluation by learners

Evaluation scale: 1 - lowest score to 5 - highest score

In this programme global check learners were challenged to identify more and less useful issues/ themes
and dynamics/ exercises and summarise improvements to be made.
Table 10 - Learners assessment on programme more and less useful topics and improvements (literal transcriptions)
More useful issues/ themes & dynamics/
Less useful issues/ themes &
Improvements
exercises
dynamics/ exercises
The games and drawing.
Share our opinion on the questions given
after releasing the dice (dynamic learn to
share)

Social Media

It should be longer.

In my opinion there was no
less useful subject.

As I said, I would have more days because it
was only three days, but worth it.

The creativity …

Social Media …

To me they were all helpful.

Nothing to indicate.

All is right, all are useful

Nothing.

Duration of the activity. Other methods of
presentation. But almost everything is
spectacular. Thanks for all!
For me the training should be one month or
more because that's the kind of programs we
need in prisons. As for me I´m here to fight
for my freedom.
Nothing to say. Nothing to point out. No
need to change anything.

Blocks, igniting creativity and learning to
share.

None.

I have nothing to add.

Connected economy and global programme.

Social Media.

For me the most important was that we
could discuss and present our opinion.

The "game" of the colour dice.

I would add more time.
I wouldn´t make any changes, only more time.
I would include multimedia contents such as
videos, etc
I would try to use more equipment
(multimedia), sound, video, etc …

All were very convenient for me.

All were helpful.

In my opinion all subjects were helpful.
Learning to share.

Blocks to creativity and Economy.
Learning to share.

Longer, I would use slides with documentaries
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Even though some learners pointing out learning to share and trust, blocks to creativity and connected
economy as more useful tools, respondents majority considers all programme subjects and dynamics
relevant. The extension of time and the use of multimedia arise as the only improvements to be done.
In fact, in addition to written improvement suggestions, learners repeatedly stated they would like to
participate in more activities of this nature and proposed increasing time and number of training sessions.
This feedback reinforces learners global satisfaction with CCEO approaches, methodologies and tools and
gives evidence on the need to promote a greater access of innovative learning opportunities in prison
context.
Suggestions regarding the use of multimedia contents and equipment were also pointed out by learners.
Not using ICT technologies in this training pilot was not only due to prison context constraints, it was mainly
a way of testing the tools without requirements of resources that may not be available to learners in the
future and showing that it’s possible to think critically, share ideas and learn about tools potentialities
without being using it in that precise moment.
So, not being able to use computers or internet in prison cells due to security restriction or, in the future,
because it’s not affordable cannot be an excuse to not think about its use. Additionally, it can even
contribute to raise awareness on social inequalities and ICT access issues igniting problem solving strategies
(pedagogical perspective explored in social media tool).

Learning impact/ learners skills development
Training pilot evaluation was also focused on efficacy assessment, aiming to measure the impact of the
programme on learner’s skills development.
Learners were challenged to fill in self-evaluation tool - wheel of life questionnaire – for skills quantitative
assessment (intensity scale from 1 to 10) in the beginning and end of the training pilot, allowing subsequent
measurement of distance travelled along the learning path.
14 learners attended pilot first work session and filled in wheel of life initial assessment. 2 of these learners
didn’t attend pilot last work session and didn’t carry out the final assessment. Respective evaluation data
was excluded from comparative analysis4.

4

Individual results in appendix.
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Graphic 5 – Learners self-assessment on initial and final skills development

Evaluation scale: 1 - lowest score to 10 - highest score

Wheel of life initial and final assessment results are illustrated in blue and green lines, respectively,
providing a snapshot of both starting and arrival point in terms of self-perceived skills.
Group learning impact is evident. Learners’ skills development is particularly significant in the case of finding
own work passion in life (+2,1), awareness on trust difficulties (+2,0) and problems sharing own ideas (+1,1),
encourage others to think creatively (+1,8), understanding what is connected economy (+1,6) and the
importance of participating in CCEO programme (+1,6), developing curiosity (+1,3) and creativity (+0,8)
along good networking skills (+1,5), knowing how to use social media more effectively (+1,0) and recognizing
creative skills relevance in gaining employment (+0,5). In general, becoming more confident about the
future (+1,2).
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Table 11 - Learners self-assessment on learning impact: skills development (descendent order)
Comparative Results
Initial
Final
Group Learning Impact/ Distance Travelled
(Final – Initial)
I have found my work passion in life

3,5

5,6

2,1

I find trust difficult

5,6

7,6

2,0

I encourage others to think creatively

6,0

7,8

1,8

How important is it to you to be on the Creativity in the Connected Economy Programme?

7,0

8,6

1,6

I understand what the connected economy is

5,8

7,4

1,6

I am a good networker

6,4

7,9

1,5

I am a curious person

6,9

8,2

1,3

How confident are you about your future?

8,4

9,6

1,2

I have problems sharing my ideas

4,3

5,4

1,1

I understand how to use social media to network

7,5

8,4

1,0

I consider myself creative

7,4

8,3

0,8

I always consider what impact my actions

7,4

8,3

0,8

I like making things

8,4

9,3

0,8

How happy are you with your employment prospects at the moment?

6,1

6,8

0,7

How much do you feel you have achieved in life so far?

5,8

6,6

0,7

How confident are you about preparing for a job interview?

7,8

8,3

0,5

I am good at problem solving

7,9

8,3

0,5

Do you consider creative skills important in gaining employment?

8,6

9,1

0,5

I consider that I hold back on presenting my ideas

6,8

7,2

0,4

How happy are you about working with other people?

8,0

8,1

0,1

How motivated do you feel about achieving things in your life?

9,6

9,6

0,0

How much are you influenced by others, doing things that you really do not want to do?

3,3

3,3

0,0

How well do you feel you know your strengths?

9,1

9,0

-0,1

How clear are you about what you want to do next?

8,8

8,7

-0,2

How much do you think that having a criminal record affects your employment prospects?

7,5

6,3

-1,2

But changes on perceptions indicating skills development can also be tracked from comparative negative
results. An increased awareness on the impact of a criminal record on employment prospects (-1,2) can
result from a critical thinking perspective and a greater focus on analyzing future threats and opportunities.
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2.3.2. Women Support Centre Pilot
CCEO Training Sessions in Women Support Centre

The evaluation of Women Support Centre Pilot followed the same procedures adopted in Leiria Prison Pilot,
focusing both on training units/ programme quality and adequacy assessment and learning impact
assessment/ learners skills development.

Training units/ programme quality and adequacy
The study sample on training units and programme quality and adequacy includes feedback from all
participants – facilitator and learners - with a broad global response rate of almost 100%.

Facilitators’ assessment
The facilitator responsible for running Women Support Centre pilot filled in an evaluation form for each of
the training units covered, corresponding to a total of 3 questionnaires collected (N=3, response rate 100%)
Quantitative evaluation results from facilitator assessment (evaluation scale from 1 – lowest score to 5 –
highest score) point out the global high quality of CCEO training units/ programme.
Graphic 6 – Women Support Centre pilot global evaluation by facilitator

Evaluation scale: 1 - lowest score to 5 - highest score
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Shorter group of learners and available time for training sessions determined a special attention by the
facilitator, which already had prison pilot experience, on prior selection of specific dynamics and exercises
from a wider set of available tools.
Learner’s adhesion to quality training materials (contents and format) is reflected through high motivation
and participation levels.
Graphic 7 - Facilitator satisfaction level – organization, learners, tools and methodologies and global quality

Evaluation scale: 1 - lowest score to 5 - highest score

Regarding future improvement of CCEO training units/ programme, facilitators’ feedback focused, once
again, on the adequacy of context and learners profile: were left suggestions on having a minimum number
of participants and simplify some learners’ challenges in order to fully benefit from tools.

Training Units

Table 12 - Facilitators’ suggestions on training programme/units improvements
Suggestions on improvements (literal
Obs/ comments
transcriptions)

Social Media & Positive
Connections

The group was surprised by the number of
existing tools (social media) and the
number of Internet users in the world.

The "Netnary" dynamics need some
improvement, especially when it comes to
charades. It was not easy to accomplish due to
the complexity / abstraction of the proposed
concepts.

Blocks to Creativity

The group was surprised by the diversity of
possibilities when building and using paper
planes. Thinking outside the box was hard
to come by.

This dynamic works best with a larger group,
because it encourages "competition", which can
be a motivating factor and greater participation.

Learning to Share & Trust

The adaptation done by us (AH) with the
use of the big dice to choose the areas
worked very well, it makes the tool more
dynamic.

Whenever possible this tool should be use with a
group of at least 10 participants. In this case, the
group had only 7 youngsters.

Learners’ assessment
Learners filled in an anonymous evaluation questionnaire after each of the 3 training sessions. A total of 19
questionnaires were collected (N=19, response rate - 86%).
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Global average results from learners’ assessment show high levels of satisfaction with all evaluation
indicators, including trainers’ performance, training session’s organization or learning engagement.
Graphic 8 - Learners’ satisfaction level - organization, trainers, tools and methodologies and global quality

Evaluation scale: 1 - lowest score to 5 - highest score

Learners show very high levels of satisfaction (evaluation scale from 1 – lowest to 5 – highest score) with
training units and overall programme, thus reinforcing data previously collected.
Graphic 9 - Women Support Centre pilot global evaluation by learners

Evaluation scale: 1 - lowest score to 5 - highest score

Learning impact/ learners skills development
As explained above, Women Support Centre Pilot was a one day shortened version of CCEO Programme,
covering only 3 training units/ work sessions. Nevertheless, learners were challenged to undertake an initial
and final self-assessment of skills in order to explore training learning impact.
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All 8 teenage/young mothers who participated in the pilot filled in the first wheel of life questionnaire
(intensity scale from 1 to 10), but 3 didn’t repeated the exercise after activities conclusion, by the end of
the day. For that reason, respective data was excluded from comparative analysis5.
With different colour indicating if initial or final assessment (blue and green, respectively), global average
results from teenage/young mothers self-evaluation exercise allow us to detect that distance is travelled
both ways, with an almost equivalent number of skills that increased (11) and decreased (13) after the pilot.

Graphic 10 – Learners self-assessment on initial and final skills development

The perception of having found work passion in life (+2,6) reflects the highest growth, among other
significant skills increase related to awareness on influence by others (+1,8), finding difficulties in trust (+1,7)
5

Individual results in appendix.
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and facing problems on sharing ideas (+1,8), understanding what connected economy is (+1,5), selfawareness on strengths (+0,8) and networking ability (+0,8), own curiosity (+0,4) and creative skills (+0,3)
These were also skills with greater development in the group of young offenders, although in the present
case, initial self-assessment show a less developed starting point.
Table 13 - Learners self-assessment on learning impact: skills development (descendent order)
Comparative Results
Initial
Final
Group Learning Impact/ Distance Travelled
(Final – Initial)
I have found my work passion in life

2,0

4,6

2,6

How much are you influenced by others, doing things that you really do not want to do?

3,3

5,0

1,8

I find trust difficult

4,9

6,6

1,7

I have problems sharing my ideas

3,6

5,2

1,6

I understand what the connected economy is

5,7

7,2

1,5

How well do you feel you know your strengths?

8,0

8,8

0,8

I am a good networker

6,4

7,2

0,8

Do you consider creative skills important in gaining employment?

5,9

6,4

0,5

I am a curious person

8,8

9,2

0,4

I consider myself creative

6,9

7,2

0,3

How important is it to you to be on the Creativity & Connected Economy Programme?

7,0

7,2

0,2

I am good at problem solving

6,6

6,6

0,0

How confident are you about preparing for a job interview?

5,9

5,8

-0,1

I like making things

9,0

8,8

-0,2

I consider that I hold back on presenting my ideas

7,3

7,0

-0,3

How confident are you about your future?

7,5

7,2

-0,3

How much do you feel you have achieved in life so far?

7,4

7,0

-0,4

I encourage others to think creatively

7,8

7,4

-0,4

How happy are you about working with other people?

7,1

6,6

-0,5

How clear are you about what you want to do next?

8,0

7,4

-0,6

I always consider what impact my actions

7,4

6,6

-0,8

How motivated do you feel about achieving things in your life?

9,4

8,6

-0,8

I understand how to use social media to network

9,3

7,6

-1,7

How much do you think that having a criminal record affects your employment prospects?

8,4

6,2

-2,2

How happy are you with your employment prospects at the moment?

6,7

4,2

-2,5

In a closer look on the large set of decreased skills, firstly we find that initial self-assessment is very high.
In some cases, that decrease seems to result of greater awareness of labour market difficulties and
unemployment prospects (-2,5) , with or without a criminal record (-2,2), risks of not considering what
impact on own action (-0,8) and indecisions or doubts about what to do next (-0,6).
In others cases it’s more about an overrated initial perception. This group of teenage/ young mothers
perceived total domain on how to do social media networking before having participated on social media
training session. After, they become more aware on social media potentialities to network (-1,7) recognizing
that there is still much to learn.
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3. Conclusions & Recommendations
This report aimed to systemized information on CCEO Training Pilots run in Portugal by Associação
Humanidades with the purpose of testing with target-groups the training methodologies/ materials/ tools
developed by the partnership.
Associação Humanidades run 2 pilots in different contexts with different target groups but similar profiles
in terms of personal and social development and social inclusion support needs:
1) In Leiria Prison Pilot CCEO (October 2016) 6 training units/ tools were tested by 2 facilitators (AH
internal staff) and 13 young male offenders during a period of 3 working days (15 training hours);
2) In Women Support Centre (February 2017) 3 training units/ tools were tested by 1 facilitator (AH
internal staff) and 8 teenage/ young mothers in social disadvantaged situation during 1 working day
(3 and half training hours).
Results from facilitators and learners’ evaluation, both young offenders in Leiria Prison Pilot and teenage/
young mothers in Women Support Centre Pilot confirm training units/ programme global quality, adequacy
and efficacy, thus contributing to practices and resources validation among users. We point out:
Facilitators’ satisfaction levels
Quality of training contents
Quality of training methodologies/ tools
Learners motivation for the theme(s)
Learners levels of active participation
Learners’ satisfaction levels
Engaging materials
Session well-structured
Facilitators performance
Communication clearness
Feedback
Group interaction
Learning in-depth
Learners’ self-assessment on skills development/ learning impact
Finding own wok passion in life
Awareness on trust difficulties and problems sharing own ideas
Encouragement of others to think creatively
Understanding connected economy
Recognition of the importance of participating in CCEO programme
Networking and effective use of social media
Curiosity
Creativity
Awareness of creative skills relevance in gaining employment
Training pilots’ evaluation also aimed to collect improvement suggestions among participants, described
and briefly commented in this report, to be shared among CCEO partnership and object of future collective
analyses and introduction of necessary adjustments.
Nevertheless, a global look at all monitoring and evaluation data collected under Associação Humanidades
Pilots provides 3 main methodological recommendation/lessons learned:
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1) Engagement of learning processes agents – promotors, facilitators, learners - using suitable
methodologies and tools of monitoring and evaluation that allow the continuous improvement of
practices and resources and support evidence based dissemination of innovative learning
approaches
2) Flexibility on programme adaptation according to implementation context, target-groups main
features, available time and number of participants – previous choice on more adjusted dynamics/
exercises from a wide set of training tools;
3) Focus on facilitators’ profile - experience and knowledge of context, target-groups and training
materials.
These conclusions /recommendations are meant to be reflection starting points to be explored and deepen
based on cross-perspective and additional feedback from the whole set of CCEO National Training Pilots.

TRAINING PROGRAMME VALIDATION

The training units were tested and validated in training pilots run by Associação
Humanidades. The tools worked well and after the introduction of the identifyed
improvements are ready to be replicated.
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Appendix I - Evaluation tools
CCEO TEST - Training Unit Evaluation Questionnaire FACILITATOR
The aim of this questionnaire is to assess facilitators’ satisfaction and improve CCEO Training
Units It’s anonymous and confidential. Every time a facilitator finishes a training unit a different
questionnaire should be filled in

Date: ___/___/______

Number of facilitators involved: ____

1. Please select the training unit you have just facilitated (choose only one)
Who am I, What is my Passion

Igniting Creativity

Connected Economy Games

Learning to Share & Trust

Social Media

Internal Networking

Blocks to Creativity

Creativity Lab

2. Describe training session and group characteristics according to the following items:
Group size

Duration

Location

Date

Relevant group characteristics

3. Please evaluate training unit/session indicating your satisfaction level in each one of the
following items (X):
Scale:

(1- lowest score) to

(5 - highest score)

1

2

3

4

5

Quality of training contents
Quality of training methodologies and tools
Adequacy of group size
Adequacy of session duration
Learners motivation for the theme(s)
Learners active participation
Global quality
Obs/comments:

4. Suggestions on specific improvements

Thanks for your cooperation!
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CCEO TEST - Training Unit Evaluation Questionnaire LEARNER
The aim of this questionnaire is to assess learners’ satisfaction and improve CCEO Training Units
It’s anonymous and confidential. Every time a leaner finishes a training unit a different questionnaire
should be filled in

Date: ___/___/______
1. Please select the training unit you have just taken (choose only one)
Who am I, What is my Passion

Igniting Creativity

Connected Economy Games

Learning to Share & Trust

Social Media

Internal Networking

Blocks to Creativity

Creativity Lab

2. Please evaluate this training unit indicating your satisfaction level in each one of the
following questions (X):
Scale:

(1- lowest score) to

(5 - highest score)

1

2

3

4

5

How clear was the communication?
Was the session well structured?
Was there enough group interaction?
Did the session get you to think deeper?
Were your doubts/questions answered?
Was the session with the right duration?
How would you assess your trainer(s)?
Did you find the material engaging?
Did the session get you to see things in a different way?
Overall, how do you access the session?
Obs/comments:

3. Suggestions on improvements

Thanks for your cooperation!
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PILOT OF CCEO TRAINING PROGRAMME

TRAINING PROGRAMME FINAL EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE LEARNER
The aim of this questionnaire is to assess learners’ satisfaction and improve CCEO Training
Programme. It’s anonymous and confidential. To be filled in by the learner when the training
programme is finished.

Date: ___/___/______
5. Please, evaluate your satisfaction level with each one of the training units and with the
training programme as a whole (X):
Scale:

1 – Lowest score to

5 – highest score

1

2

3

4

5

Social media
Blocks to creativity
Creativity Lab
Igniting creativity
Learning to share & trust
Connected economy games
Global Programme

6. Throughout all training units what were the MOST useful issues/ themes and dynamics/
exercises

7. Throughout all training units what were the LESS useful issues/ themes and dynamics/
exercises

8. If you could improve the training units and or the training programme as a whole, what
changes would you make?

Thanks for your cooperation!
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CANDIDATE QUESTIONNAIRE
These questions are meant to be as open-ended as possible
These questions use as simple language as possible
These questions relate to only one issue at a time
These questions ask for a subjective response, which means there are no right or wrong answers
Name: _____________________________ Group: __________________ Date:__________________
Answer each question on a scale of 1-10 (1 being the least and 10 being the most)
1.

I consider myself creative
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

..................................................................................................................................................................
2.

I always consider what impact my actions
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

.................................................................................................................................................................
3.

I encourage others to think creatively
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

..................................................................................................................................................................
4.

I have problems sharing my ideas
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

..................................................................................................................................................................
5.

I find trust difficult
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

..................................................................................................................................................................
6.

How important is it to you to be on the Creativity in the Connected Economy Programme?
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

..................................................................................................................................................................
7.

How motivated do you feel about achieving things in your life?
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

..................................................................................................................................................................
8.

How happy are you with your employment prospects at the moment?
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

..................................................................................................................................................................
9.

How confident are you about preparing for a job interview?
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

.................................................................................................................................................................
10. How well do you feel you know your strengths?
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

..................................................................................................................................................................
11. How much do you feel you have achieved in life so far?
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

.................................................................................................................................................................
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12. I consider that I hold back on presenting my ideas
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

................................................................................................................................................................
13. I understand how to use social media to network
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

.................................................................................................................................................................
14. How much are you influenced by others, doing things that you really do not want to do?
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

.................................................................................................................................................................
15. How clear are you about what you want to do next?
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

..................................................................................................................................................................
16. I have found my work passion in life
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

..................................................................................................................................................................
17. How happy are you about working with other people?
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

..................................................................................................................................................................
18. How much do you think that having a criminal record affects your employment prospects?
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

..................................................................................................................................................................
19. How confident are you about your future?
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

..................................................................................................................................................................
20. I am a good networker
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

..................................................................................................................................................................
21. I am good at problem solving
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

..................................................................................................................................................................
22. I am a curious person
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

..................................................................................................................................................................
23. I like making things
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

..................................................................................................................................................................
24. I understand what the connected economy is
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

..................................................................................................................................................................
25. Do you consider creative skills important in gaining employment?
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

..................................................................................................................................................................
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Appendix II – Additional evaluation data
Facilitators’ quantitative and qualitative assessment of Leiria Prison Pilot
QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION - SATISFACTION LEVEL
TRAINING UNITS/ PROGRAMME

Quality of
training
contents

Quality of
training
methodologies/
tools

Adequa
cy of
group
size

Adequacy of
session
duration

Learners
motivation
for the
theme(s)

Learners
active
participatio
n

Global
quality

QUALITATIVE EVALUATION

Day 1

Social Media

4

4

5

5

5

5

5

The tool worked very well. There are no improvements to point out.

Blocks to Creativity

4

3

4

4

5

5

4

Paper planes dynamic/ exercise didn´t work so well because the
youngster’s didn´t understood what the goal was. We suggest the
revision of this dynamic, trying to understand if it really makes sense for
this target audience. However, youngsters used non-traditional
strategies on planes decoration. They didn´t worry about the final result.

Creativity Lab

3

3

4

4

4

4

4

We suggest questions reformulation to be less intrusive so that this
target-group does not feel the need to create a non-existent character.
We felt that all of them, in the answers they gave, had the intention to
prove that when they leave prison they want a job, a family and a stable
life.

Igniting Creativity

2

2

4

3

2

3

3

Youngsters were not comfortable with the dynamic of drawing with
closed eyes. We believe that there is a need for dynamics that are
adapted to this target-group and a constant monitoring of offenders new
realities. This dynamics should awaken one´s individual creativity
adapting to the reality in which they live in.

Learning to Share &
Trust

4

4

4

4

5

5

5

Nothing to add. The tool exceeded our expectations.

Connected Economy

3

4

4

4

4

5

4

Include tips to make a clear link between the connected economy and
creativity topics.

3,3

3,3

4,2

4,0

4,2

4,5

4,2

Day 2

Day 3

Average

Evaluation scale: 1 - lowest score to 5 - highest score

"The European Commission support for the production of this publication does not constitute an endorsement of the contents which reflects the views only of the authors,
and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein."

Learners’ quantitative and qualitative assessment of Leiria Prison Pilot training units (average results)
QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION - SATISFACTION LEVEL
TRAINING UNITS

Day 1
Social Media +
Blocks to
Creativity

Day 2
Creativity Lab +
Igniting Creativity

How clear was
the
communication?

4,9

4,9

Was the
session well
structured?

4,7

4,8

Was there
enough group
interaction?

4,8

4,7

Did the session
get you to think
deeper?

4,8

4,7

Were your
doubts/questio
ns answered?

4,7

4,7

Was the session
with the right
duration?

2,8

3,5

How would you
assess your
trainer(s)?

4,8

4,8

Did you find
the material
engaging?

4,8

4,9

Overall, how
do you access
the session?

QUALITATIVE EVALUATION
Suggestions on improvements

4,9

That last longer.
The question of funding for it to be a complete course.
For now still nothing!
Everything OK.
Not a suggestion! Everything OK.
I want more.
Nothing to say, everything was cool and there is nothing
to improve.
Having more times this kind of activities.
Should last longer
Inclusion of multimedia content or materials.

4,9

Nothing to improve, it was all perfect.
Could have more days.
Could be more often.
Maybe more sessions.
"Expand" the content through multimedia / technology
and "extend" the total duration of training. Thanks in
advance!
Inclusion of multimedia content or materials (video,
music, slides, etc ) And having more sessions.
Like yesterday, for me the problem is not having more
sessions.
More days.
I really enjoyed and hope you keep returning.
Repeat the project in a long-term version.
It should be at least 1 month training because I was
finding it very interesting. Miss you. All the best in your
lives.
Energetic activities.
Cool!
Everything OK.
As I said before, could have more often this activities!
More time.
Having more sessions.
Inclusion of multimedia content or material, such as
videos, documentaries, photos, etc …
In my opinion, the "course" should be extended in the
number of sessions.

Day 3
Learning to Share
& Trust +
Connected
Economy

4,9

4,9

5,0

4,9

4,8

4,3

5,0

4,9

5,0

Global Average

4,9

4,8

4,8

4,8

4,7

3,5

4,9

4,9

4,9

"The European Commission support for the production of this publication does not constitute an endorsement of the contents which reflects the views only of the authors,
and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein."

Learners’ quantitative and qualitative assessment of Leiria Prison Pilot global programme
QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION - SATISFACTION LEVEL
Quest
Nr
1

2

3

Social Blocks to
Media Creativity
3

3

5

4

5

5

Creativity
Lab

Igniting
Creativity

3

3

5

5

5

5

4

5

4

4

5

5

Learning to
share & Trust
3

5

Global
Programme

3

4

The games and drawing.
Social Media

It should be longer.

5

Share our opinion on the questions
given after releasing the data. (Dynamic
learn to share)
In my opinion all subjects were helpful.

In my opinion there was no less useful
subject.

As I said, I would have more days
because it was only three days, but
worth it.

The creativity …

Social Media …

Duration of the activity. Other
methods of presentation. But almost
everything is spectacular. Thanks for
all!

To me they were all helpful.

Nothing to indicate.

For me the training should be one
month or more because that's the
kind of programs we need in prisons.
As for me I´m here to fight for my
freedom. Miss you!

All is right, all are useful

Nothing.

Nothing to say. Nothing to point out.
No need to change anything.

None.

I have nothing to add.

5

5

5

5

5

5

QUALITATIVE EVALUATION

Connecte
d
Economy

5

More useful issues/ themes and
dynamics/ exercises

Less useful issues/ themes and
dynamics/ exercises

5

Improvements

Learning to share.

5

6

5

5

5

5

5

4

5

7

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

8

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

Blocks, igniting creativity and learning to
share.

9

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

Blocks to creativity and Economy.

I would add more time.

Learning to share.
10

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

I wouldn´t make any changes, only
more time.

11

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

12
13
Average

5

5

5

5

5
5

5

5

5

5

5

5

4,5

4,8

4,8

4,8

4,8

4,8

Connected economy and global
programme.

Social Media.

I would include multimedia contents
such as videos, etc

For me the most important was that we
could discuss and present our opinion.

The "game" of the colour dice.

I would try to use more computer
equipment’s (multimedia), sound,
video, etc

All were very convenient for me.

All were helpful.

Longer, I would use slides with
documentaries

4,9
Evaluation scale: 1 - lowest score to 5 - highest score

"The European Commission support for the production of this publication does not constitute an endorsement of the contents which reflects the views only of the authors,
and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein."
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Learners’ self-assessment on initial skills development – Leiria Prison Pilot
LEARNERS INITIAL SELF-ASSESMENT
EVALUATION INDICATORS

P1

P2

P3

P4

P5

P6

P7

P8

P9

P10

P11

P12

P13

P14

AVERAGE

1.I consider myself creative

5

7

9

5

8

8

6

7

7

10

10

5

7

10

7,4

2.I always consider what impact my actions

3

5

8

8

10

8

7

10

6

10

8

7

8

6

7,4

3.I encourage others to think creatively

4

5

10

6

8

9

7

5

3

5

5

6

6

5

6,0

4. I have problems sharing my ideas

6

1

2

5

3

1

6

1

8

1

5

3

8

10

4,3

5.I find trust difficult

2

5

10

3

10

1

5

5

8

7

6

3

3

10

5,6

6. How important is it to you to be on the Creativity & Connected Economy Programme?

5

7

5

7

5

10

6

10

7

5

6

6

9

10

7,0

7. How motivated do you feel about achieving things in your life?

10

7

10

8

10

10

10

10

9

10

10

10

10

10

9,6

8. How happy are you with your employment prospects at the moment?

1

5

10

9

1

7

7

1

7

10

5

8

7

8

6,1

9. How confident are you about preparing for a job interview?

9

8

10

9

5

10

8

10

4

-

7

7

10

5

7,8

10. How well do you feel you know your strengths?

10

9

8

9

10

9

10

10

7

10

10

8

7

10

9,1

11. How much do you feel you have achieved in life so far?

8

8

3

6

6

10

7

1

6

-

6

4

6

5

5,8

12. I consider that I hold back on presenting my ideas

5

6

7

8

6

10

5

7

9

-

6

2

7

10

6,8

13. I understand how to use social media to network

5

9

8

1

10

10

7

10

8

-

9

9

10

1

7,5

14. How much are you influenced by others, doing things that you really do not want to do?

1

2

1

9

3

1

6

2

2

-

1

2

3

10

3,3

15. How clear are you about what you want to do next?

8

7

10

10

10

10

6

10

7

-

10

8

9

10

8,8

16. I have found my work passion in life

1

1

10

9

1

1

6

1

1

10

1

1

1

5

3,5

17. How happy are you about working with other people?

10

8

10

8

8

10

8

10

4

-

5

8

5

10

8,0

18. How much do you think that having a criminal record affects your employment prospects?

9

8

1

8

10

8

1

10

8

10

9

6

7

10

7,5

19. How confident are you about your future?

4

8

10

9

10

10

10

1

9

10

10

9

10

8

8,4

20. I am a good networker

9

5

10

5

10

10

5

1

6

10

4

6

8

1

6,4

21. I am good at problem solving

8

5

8

7

10

9

6

10

9

10

5

7

8

8

7,9

22. I am a curious person

2

7

9

7

10

9

3

2

3

10

7

7

10

10

6,9

23. I like making things

5

9

10

9

10

10

7

10

7

10

6

7

8

10

8,4

24. I understand what the connected economy is

4

5

7

6

10

9

6

1

8

2

3

4

8

8

5,8

9

7

9

9

10

9

6

10

9

10

7

8

7

10

8,6

25. Do you consider creative skills important in gaining employment?

Evaluation scale: 1 - lowest score to 10 - highest score
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Learners’ self-assessment on final skills development – Leiria Prison Pilot
LEARNERS FINAL SELF-ASSESMENT
EVALUATION INDICATORS

P1

P2

P3

P4

P5

P6

P7

P8

P9

P10

P11

P12

P13

P14

1.I consider myself creative

8

10

10

8

8

7

-

-

7

10

7

7

8

9

AVERAGE
8,3

2.I always consider what impact my actions

6

10

9

9

10

10

-

-

7

7

8

7

8

8

8,3

3.I encourage others to think creatively

5

10

10

9

10

9

-

-

3

5

8

6

8

10

7,8

4. I have problems sharing my ideas

9

3

1

8

8

1

-

-

6

5

6

2

8

8

5,4

5.I find trust difficult

5

7

10

10

10

5

-

-

7

10

4

5

9

9

7,6

6. How important is it to you to be on the Creativity & Connected Economy Programme?

9

7

9

10

5

9

-

-

8

10

10

9

8

9

8,6

7. How motivated do you feel about achieving things in your life?

10

7

10

10

10

10

-

-

9

10

10

10

10

9

9,6

8. How happy are you with your employment prospects at the moment?

4

10

10

10

1

8

-

-

8

10

2

2

9

8

6,8

9. How confident are you about preparing for a job interview?

9

10

10

10

1

10

-

-

10

10

5

7

9

9

8,3

10. How well do you feel you know your strengths?

9

10

10

9

10

9

-

-

8

10

8

8

8

0

9,0

11. How much do you feel you have achieved in life so far?

8

8

2

9

5

9

-

-

6

6

7

3

8

8

6,6

12. I consider that I hold back on presenting my ideas

9

9

9

9

9

1

-

-

9

5

7

2

8

9

7,2

13. I understand how to use social media to network

8

8

8

5

10

10

-

-

8

10

9

8

10

7

8,4

14. How much are you influenced by others, doing things that you really do not want to do?

1

6

1

10

3

2

-

-

2

5

1

1

3

5

3,3

15. How clear are you about what you want to do next?

7

6

10

10

10

10

-

-

5

10

9

10

9

8

8,7

16. I have found my work passion in life

3

5

10

10

10

1

-

-

2

10

1

1

5

9

5,6

17. How happy are you about working with other people?

10

10

10

9

10

9

-

-

3

1

9

9

8

9

8,1

18. How much do you think that having a criminal record affects your employment prospects?

8

8

1

5

10

1

-

-

9

5

10

4

5

10

6,3

19. How confident are you about your future?

9

10

10

10

10

10

-

-

8

10

10

10

10

8

9,6

20. I am a good networker

5

9

10

5

10

10

-

-

8

10

5

7

10

6

7,9

21. I am good at problem solving

7

7

10

9

8

9

-

-

9

10

6

8

7

10

8,3

22. I am a curious person

2

9

10

9

10

8

-

-

4

10

9

9

10

8,2

23. I like making things

8

9

10

10

10

9

-

-

8

10

10

8

9

10

9,3

24. I understand what the connected economy is

6

10

8

5

10

8

-

-

8

5

10

4

7

8

7,4

25. Do you consider creative skills important in gaining employment?

9

9

9

10

10

8

-

-

9

10

9

8

8

10

9,1

Evaluation scale: 1 - lowest score to 10 - highest score
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Facilitators’ quantitative and qualitative assessment of Women Support Centre Pilot
QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION - SATISFACTION LEVEL
TRAINING
UNITS/
PROGRAMME

QUALITATIVE EVALUATION

Quality of
training
contents

Quality of training
methodologies/
tools

Adequacy
of group
size

Adequacy
of
session
duration

Learners
motivation for
the theme(s)

Social Media

5

3

4

5

4

5

4

The group was surprised by the number of
existing tools (social media) and the number
of Internet users in the world.

The "Netnary" dynamics need some
improvement, especially when it comes to
charades. It was not easy to accomplish due to
the complexity / abstraction of the proposed
concepts.

Blocks to
Creativity

4

4

3

2

4

5

4

The group was surprised by the diversity of
possibilities when building and using paper
planes. Thinking outside the box was hard to
come by.

This dynamic works best with a larger group,
because it encourages "competition", which can
be a motivating factor and greater
participation.

Learning to
Share & Trust

5

5

4

4

5

5

4

The adaptation done by us (AH) with the use
of the big dice to choose the areas worked
very well, it makes the tool more dynamic.

Whenever possible this tool should be use with
a group of at least 10 participants. In this case,
the group had only 7 youngsters.

4,7

4,0

3,7

3,7

4,3

5,0

4,0

Average

Learners
active
participation

Global
quality

Obs/ comments

Suggestions on improvements

Evaluation scale: 1 - lowest score to 5 - highest score

Learners’ quantitative and qualitative assessment of Women Support Centre Pilot training units (average results)
QUALITATIVE EVALUATION

QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION - SATISFACTION LEVEL
TRAINING UNITS
How clear was
the
communication?

Was the
session well
structured?

Was there
enough group
interaction?

Did the session
get you to think
deeper?

Were your
doubts/questions
answered?

Was the session
with the right
duration?

How would you Did you find
assess your
the material
trainer(s)?
engaging?

Overall, how do
you access the
session?

4,5

4,5

4,5

4,7

4,7

4,5

4,5

4,8

4,8

Blocks to Creativity

4,7

4,2

4,7

4,7

4,3

4,5

4,7

4,5

4,7

Learning to Share & Trust

4,1

4,0

4,4

4,3

4,1

4,1

4,7

4,3

4,1

Global Average

4,4

4,2

4,5

4,5

4,4

4,4

4,6

4,5

4,5

Social Media

Obs/ comments
The session was
very well
organized and
there was a lot of
participation :)

Suggestions on
improvements
Nothing to say.

Evaluation scale: 1 - lowest score to 5 - highest score

"The European Commission support for the production of this publication does not constitute an endorsement of the contents which reflects the views only of the authors,
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Learners’ self-assessment on initial skills development –Women Support Centre Pilot
LEARNERS INITIAL SELF-ASSESMENT
EVALUATION INDICATORS

P1

P2

P3

P4

P5

P6

P7

P8

AVERAGE

1.I consider myself creative

6

9

9

6

5

5

9

6

6,9

2.I always consider what impact my actions

8

6

10

8

8

4

9

6

7,4

3.I encourage others to think creatively

6

10

9

8

8

4

10

7

7,8

4. I have problems sharing my ideas

4

1

9

2

6

1

1

5

3,6

5.I find trust difficult

2

6

1

6

9

-

6

4

4,9

6. How important is it to you to be on the Creativity & Connected Economy Programme?

5

8

7

7

8

4

10

7

7,0

7. How motivated do you feel about achieving things in your life?

9

10

10

9

10

10

9

8

9,4

8. How happy are you with your employment prospects at the moment?

4

-

5

8

8

4

9

9

6,7

9. How confident are you about preparing for a job interview?

7

9

1

7

7

3

8

5

5,9

10. How well do you feel you know your strengths?

8

7

10

10

8

6

8

7

8,0

11. How much do you feel you have achieved in life so far?

6

7

10

7

8

7

8

6

7,4

12. I consider that I hold back on presenting my ideas

7

10

9

7

6

4

9

6

7,3

13. I understand how to use social media to network

10

10

10

10

8

10

8

8

9,3

14. How much are you influenced by others, doing things that you really do not want to do?

2

1

9

4

7

1

1

1

3,3

15. How clear are you about what you want to do next?

8

9

10

6

6

10

9

6

8,0

16. I have found my work passion in life

1

1

5

1

5

1

1

1

2,0

17. How happy are you about working with other people?

5

6

5

7

6

10

10

8

7,1

18. How much do you think that having a criminal record affects your employment prospects?

10

10

5

-

5

10

10

9

8,4

19. How confident are you about your future?

3

9

9

6

9

8

8

8

7,5

9

5

6

7

6

7

5

6,4

20. I am a good networker
21. I am good at problem solving

5

8

8

6

6

7

8

5

6,6

22. I am a curious person

9

10

10

9

9

10

4

9

8,8

23. I like making things

8

10

10

6

9

10

10

9

6,9

1

9

9

6

3

6

6

7,4

1

5

5

6

5

10

8

7,8

24. I understand what the connected economy is
25. Do you consider creative skills important in gaining employment?

7

Evaluation scale: 1 - lowest score to 10 - highest score
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Learners’ self-assessment on final skills development –Women Support Centre Pilot
LEARNERS FINAL SELF-ASSESMENT
EVALUATION INDICATORS

P1

P2

P3

P4

P5

AVERAGE

1.I consider myself creative

7

8

6

9

6

7,2

2.I always consider what impact my actions

7

6

6

8

6

6,6

3.I encourage others to think creatively

8

10

6

8

5

7,4

4. I have problems sharing my ideas

4

1

6

9

6

5,2

5.I find trust difficult

3

10

2

8

10

6,6

6. How important is it to you to be on the Creativity & Connected Economy Programme?

8

9

4

9

6

7,2

7. How motivated do you feel about achieving things in your life?

9

10

9

8

7

8,6

8. How happy are you with your employment prospects at the moment?

2

1

9

8

1

4,2

9. How confident are you about preparing for a job interview?

9

1

4

8

7

5,8

10. How well do you feel you know your strengths?

9

9

7

9

10

8,8

11. How much do you feel you have achieved in life so far?

6

8

7

8

6

7,0

12. I consider that I hold back on presenting my ideas

7

9

6

7

6

7,0

13. I understand how to use social media to network

9

6

8

8

7

7,6

14. How much are you influenced by others, doing things that you really do not want to do?

4

8

4

8

1

5,0

15. How clear are you about what you want to do next?

7

7

8

9

6

7,4

16. I have found my work passion in life

1

9

4

8

1

4,6

17. How happy are you about working with other people?

8

8

3

8

6

6,6

18. How much do you think that having a criminal record affects your employment prospects?

9

9

3

9

1

6,2

19. How confident are you about your future?

6

10

5

8

7

7,2

20. I am a good networker

6

9

5

9

7

7,2

21. I am good at problem solving

6

8

4

9

6

6,6

22. I am a curious person

10

9

9

8

10

9,2

23. I like making things

10

10

8

9

7

8,8

24. I understand what the connected economy is

7

9

6

8

6

7,2

25. Do you consider creative skills important in gaining employment?

8

9

3

7

5

6,4

Evaluation scale: 1 - lowest score to 10 – highest score
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1. Introduction
The project Creativity, the Connected Economy and Offenders – CCEO, funded by Erasmus+ (2015-2017),
brings together a group of European partners working in the criminal justice system - Pictora, Ldt (UK) coordinator; Associação Humanidades (PT), Panevezio Correction House (LT) and RIA - Resocializacijas
un Integracijas Asociacija (LV), that are passionate about exploring new approaches to support offenders
in resettlement and to reduce the likelihood of reoffending, inputting a special skill set to the project.
CCEO aims to develop, test and mainstream across the EU, innovative new learning methodologies,
approaches, tools/materials to support offenders/ex-offenders/individuals at risk of offending use creativity
to access the Connected Economy.
Training methodologies/ materials/ tools developed by the partnership are tested with offenders/ exoffenders/ people at risk of offending under National Training Pilots across all partner countries in order to
evaluate their quality, adequacy and efficacy and also collect improvement feedback among participants.
The purpose of this report is to present the results of Training Pilots run in Lithuania by Panevezys
Correction House, in October- November 2016 and March - April 2017.
Prepared by Panevezys Correction House member staff the report includes a brief overview on training
pilots implementation framework – context and participants profile; training programme reference basis
and adaptation; training pilots evaluation model - tools and methodologies and main evaluation results,
followed by concluding notes and recommendations.

"The European Commission support for the production of this publication does not constitute an endorsement of the contents which reflects
the views only of the authors, and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use
which may be made of the information contained therein."
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2. National Training Pilots
2.1.

Implementation framework

Panevezys Correction House run 2 different pilots in Correction House where imprisonment is performed
by convicted women. Target groups where with similar profiles/personal and social development needs.
2.1.1.

Context

First and second National Pilot was run in Panevezys Correction House, a prison for convicted women.
Where

When

For how long

With whom

Panevezys
Correction
House
(convicted women)

October and November 2016

22,5 hours (8 weeks)
9 sessions x 2,5 h

10 Learners
1 trainer

Panevezys
Correction
House
(convicted women)

March and April 2017

15 hours ( 6 weeks)
6 sessions x 2,5 h

8 Learners
1 trainer

2.1.2.

Participant’s profile

The group was selected and invited to participate in the training sessions by prison management according
to programme aims, learning contents and offenders’ availability/ free time from other prison activities.
Participation was voluntary, not mandatory.
In the first Pilot participated a group of 10 convicted women, from 20 to 66 years old, the majority of these
learners have secondary education (10-12 grade education), are located in prison and not working paid job.
In the second Pilot participated a group of 8 convicted women, from 26 to 66 years old, the majority of
these learners have secondary education (10-12 grade education) and are located in prison and not working
paid job. Once again participation was voluntary, not mandatory. The invitation was extended to the group
of convicted women, who are sentenced for the first time.

Nationa
l Pilots

Sex

Age

Education Level

Occupation/employment

1

10
wome
n

20-66
years
old

8-10 grade education – 3
learners
10-12 grade education - 5
College education - 2

Located in prison and not working paid job
–4
Located in prison and working paid job – 2
Unemployed, in process of finding a job,
waiting for approval – 1
Student (half time/evening class) – 1
Other - 2
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8
wome
n

26-66
years
old

8-10 grade education – 4
learners
10-12 grade education - 2
College education - 2

Located in prison and not working paid job
–3
Located in prison and working paid job – 2
Unemployed, in process of finding a job,
waiting for approval – 1
Other - 2

Trainers’ skills/ experience
Both national training pilots were run by psychologist who is working in Panevezys Correction House for
almost one and a half year. She has Law psychology Master’s degree, experience on personal and social
development of convicts and work individually and in group with convicted women, promoting better
adaptation process in prison, social reintegration after imprisonment.
2.1.3.

Training Programme reference basis and adaptation

Aiming to test and assess CCEO training programme/ units in a continuous improvement perspective,
National Training Pilots are based on the training model and tools designed by the partnership, adjusted to
context and target-groups.

5
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CCEO training programme according to trainers delivery plan designed for each training unit
Programme
training units

Session Aim

Learning Outcomes

Igniting
Creativity
(LITHUANIA
)

To encourage individuals to expand their mind
and explore their creativity; To help individuals
build confidence in their abilities and to
challenge their “learned helplessness”.

Creativity Lab
(LITHUANIA
)

To encourage group members to share their
creative or business problems/challenges with
the group; To engage the group in creative
problem solving through discussion and
practical exercises; To work out potential
solutions to problems/challenges raised

Blocks to
Creativity
(PORTUGAL)

Awareness on creativity blocks:
- Discover blocks to creativity
-Challenge attitudes and perceptions around
creativity
-Self-awareness

Social Media
& Positive
Connections
(PORTUGAL)

Awareness on social media opportunities to
establish positive connections for personal,
social and professional development

Expected
-Participants have their creative thinking fired up
-Participants are better prepared to conjure their creative ideas to
solve their problems
-Participants develop their creative thinking skills: ability to
generate new ideas, analyse problem situations independently, use
various creative thinking techniques, search for the information,
analyse and assess it critically, and interact and cooperate within a
group/team
-Participants increase their abilities to generate ideas
-Participants know how to overcome obstacles to creative thinking
and problem solving
-Participants increase their capacity to develop solutions
-Participants realise the benefits of networking for developing
potential solutions
-Understand the importance of attitudes, perceptions and myths
around creativity
-Identify blocks to creativity
-Identify environmental/cultural/perceptual/emotional blocks to
creativity
-Understand and identify differences between creativity and
dishonesty
-Challenging Blocks to creativity
-Knowledge of ICT tools role in everyday contexts to promote
motivating and engaging interaction that benefits everyone
-Knowledge on the main tools to exchange information,
communicate and participate in collaborative networks via Internet
-Knowledge on the advantages of safe use/ using confidently and
critically Information and Communication Technologies (ICT)/
Social Media for work, leisure and communication
-Knowledge on impact of Social Media in connected economy/
society

Differentiated
-Self-reflection
-Team working
-Creative thinking techniques
- Curiosity

Time
(hour
s)
2,5h

-Critical/ reflective attitude towards available
information
-Team working
-Curiosity, openness to change
-Awareness of networking for developing
potential solutions
-Self-reflection
-Self-knowledge
-Increase awareness on the importance of
communication
Team working

2,5h

-Critical/reflective attitude towards available
information
-Identifying the right ICT tool and using it
for one’s own goals
-Self-control and responsible use of
interactive media
-An interest in engaging in communities and
networks for cultural, social and/or
professional purposes
-Curiosity, openness to change

2,5h

2,5h
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Who am I?
What is my
passion?
(LATVIA)

Introduction to programme, tool and concepts
of creativity and connected economy: What do
we mean by the word creativity, it forms? Art
therapy and clay effect that creativity may raise
for the individual; The clay is useful material
for those who find it difficult to express in
words own feelings, emotions and thoughts;
The clay is perfect material to absorb strong
emotions, including aggression; Promoting
mutual trust, self-learning, openness;
Discovering creative potential, talents, abilities;
Developing communication skills, cooperation
with others, empathy, self-development
Cooperation with others the connected
economy creates for the individual; Awareness
of how things are connected; Becoming more
aware of what we see and what it may mean

-Understand the importance of creativity in its broadest sense in
modern world
-Understand how creativity is linked to curiosity and improves
problem solving skills
-Identify how organisations make subliminal connections through
them Logos
-Identify and understand how different type fonts can be used to
convey differing messages and connections
-Identifying his activities with clay, it is important to understand,
that every person is free from the very beginning, even being locked
behind the bars
-In clay work to make the intention come true, your heart must be
clean. It needs to be cleaned from malevolence, greediness,
haughtiness, jealousy, resentment and condemnation.

Programme
training units

Session Aim

Who am I?
What is my
passion?
(LATVIA)

Introduction to programme, tool and concepts of
creativity and connected economy: What do we mean by
the word creativity, it forms? Art therapy and clay effect
that creativity may raise for the individual; The clay is
useful material for those who find it difficult to express
in words own feelings, emotions and thoughts; The clay
is perfect material to absorb strong emotions, including
aggression; Promoting mutual trust, self-learning,
openness; Discovering creative potential, discovering
talents, abilities; Developing communication skills,
cooperation with others, empathy, self-development
Cooperation with others that the connected economy
creates for the individual; Awareness of how things are
connected; Becoming more aware of what we see and
what it may mean

Learning to
Share & Trust
(LATVIA)

Introduction to programme, tool and concepts of
creativity and connected economy: What do we mean by
the word creativity, it forms?; Promoting mutual trust,

-Curiosity
-Fun and fulfilling activity, can provide
benefits to emotional life
-Awareness of connections in the modern
world
-Awareness on the tools of subliminal
communication
-Awareness of how through connection
awareness new connections, sales can be
achieved
-Use of connections to increase social capital
-Personal empowerment
-Clay like water and sand has a natural
appeal. Clay is wonderful

Learning Outcomes
Expected

Differentiated

-Understand the importance of creativity in its broadest
sense in the modern world
-Understand how creativity is linked to curiosity and
improves problem solving skills
-Identify how organisations make subliminal connections
through them Logos
-Identify and understand how different type fonts can be
used to convey differing messages and connections
-Identifying his activities with clay, it is important to
understand, that every person is free from the very
beginning, even being locked behind the bars
-In clay work to make the intention come true, your heart
must be clean. It needs to be cleaned from malevolence,
greediness, haughtiness, jealousy, resentment and
condemnation.
-Understand how creativity is linked to game curiosity
and improves problem solving skills

-Curiosity
-Fun and fulfilling activity, can provide
benefits to emotional life
-Awareness of connections in the modern
world
-Awareness on the tools of subliminal
communication
-Awareness of how through connection
awareness new connections, sales can be
achieved
-Use of connections to increase social capital
-Personal empowerment
-Clay like water and sand has a natural
appeal. Clay is wonderful
-Curiosity
-Game fulfilling activity, can provide
benefits to emotional life
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Time
(hour
s)
2,5h

2,5h
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Connected
Economy
(UNITED
KINGDOM)

Negotiation
(UNITED
KINGDOM)

self-learning, openness,; Discovering creative potential,
discovering talents, abilities; Developing communication
skills, cooperation with others, empathy, selfdevelopment
Cooperation with others that the connected economy
creates for the individual; Awareness of how things are
connected
Becoming more aware of what we see and what it may
mean; To facilitate the identification of existing
knowledge and in the acquisition of new knowledge
How discovering talents can be used to improve
connections, people who usually are not with high sense
of responsibility
Introduction to programme: Initial course paper work
Introduction to the concept of creativity: What do we
mean by the word creativity? Issues that creativity may
raise for the individual
Introduction to the concept of a connected economy:
How the industrial age is changing to a connected
economy; Issues that the connected economy creates for
the individual
Awareness of how things are connected: Becoming more
aware of what we see/what may mean; How colour can
improve connections
Introduction to Negotiation: Why is negotiation
important?; Positive connections through positive
negotiation skills
Approaches for negotiation: Understanding conflict;
Practical approaches to negotiation; Positive negotiation
behaviours; Negative negotiation behaviours; Dealing
with difficult situations
Practice, reflect and learn: Overcoming inhibition in
negotiating; Reflection approaches

-Identified how organisations make subliminal
connections through them game
-Identify and understand how different type peoples can
be used to convey differing messages and connections
-Coaching principles in this game, its impact on the
results

-Awareness information of connections in
our world
-Awareness on the tools of subliminal
communication
- Awareness of how through connection
awareness new connections, sales can be
achieved
-Use of connections to increase social capital
- Personal empowerment in the Game
- Learning pyramid (learning by doing)
- Group work methods

-Curiosity
-Awareness of connections in the modern world
-Awareness on the tools of subliminal communication
-Awareness of how through connection awareness new
connections, sales can be achieved
-Use of connections to increase social capital
-Personal empowerment
-Team working

-Critical thinking
-Interactive discussion
-Team work
-Personal reflection

2,5h

-Understand how positive negotiation can create positive
connections
-Understand conflict: positional bargaining
-Develop 4 practical approaches to negotiation
-Recognise positive behaviours used by negotiators
-Recognise negative behaviours in negotiation
-Understand how to deal with difficult negotiation
situations
-Overcome inhibition in negotiating
-Recognise the impact of emotions and feelings in
negotiation

-Curiosity
-Awareness of connections in the modern
world
-Awareness on tools of subliminal
communication
-Awareness of how through connection
awareness new connections, sales can be
achieved
-Use of connections to increase social capital
-Personal empowerment
-Team working

2,5h
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•

Programme adaptation to context/ learners

National Pilots run by Panevezys Correction House with convicted women include all previously presented
training units, however didn’t include all the proposed dynamics/ exercises in training units, mainly due to:
•

training units contents, materials and delivery plans not completed at the time;

•

methodological choices/adjustments of training contents/ dynamics to context specificities
and target-groups profile.

•

National Pilots: main features of CCEO tools test run in Lithuania

As a result of programme adaptation to intervention context and target groups’ specificities, format and content
of CCEO tools test have special features.
First Pilot (October-November 2016) was longer than original program, for example, training unit “Who am
I? What is my passion?“ proceed three working sessions (one working session approximately from 1,5h to
2,0h). Learners – 10 group members – knew each other before the working sessions.
Second Pilot (March-April 2017) was closer to the original program, at the time, in terms of available training
units/ tools covered and sessions duration. Second time we tested all of the training units in 6 sessions
throughout one meeting per week. Learners – 8 group members – knew each other before the working sessions.
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National
Pilots

Training
units

Session aim*

Main activities developed*-Facilitators brief description

1
Panevezys
Correction
House

Who am I?
What is my
passion?

Raising of selfawareness;
Stimulating the
creative potential;
Reduction of
psychological
tension; Selfknowledge.

Blocks to
Creativity

Awareness on
creativity blocks;
Discover blocks to
creativity; Challenge
attitudes and
perceptions around
Creativity; Selfawareness

Social
Media &
Positive
Connectio
ns

Awareness on social
media opportunities
to establish positive
connections for
personal, social and
professional
development

Learners read the Declaration of Self-Esteem by Virginia Satir.
First piece of art – “Who am I?” Every person has feeling (notion) about himself and his place in the
world. Each participant renders (transforms) the feeling about himself into clay. Explore in-depth
himself. It stimulates imagination.
Second piece of art – “Whom I want to be?” In this piece of art each participant renders (transforms)
the concept of whom he wants to be and how he wants to feel. Its stimulation self-esteem - the feeling
that they are in control gives them the confidence to communicate their vision;
Third piece of art – “How I feel happiness?”
In this piece of art each participant renders (transforms) his own feeling about happiness.
Each piece of art needs to be titled: it can be as metaphor, expression or in words dressed feeling.
Test and explore creative ability of the group; Exercise - What is it for a telephone? (5-10 minutes)
Show image of old telephone and challenge learners to share with the group what they think is the
use of it.
Show image/ draw/ distribute a sheet with a mobile telephone and challenge learners to share with the
group what they think is the use of it.
Paper airplane individual activity. Discussion on what were the blocks if there were. Which strategies
were used to solve the problem. How did each individual marked their planes, if with a pen or pencil,
why not in a different way? Explore ways of marking an object (drawing on it, naming it, cutting a
piece in a specific shape…remember that logos are marks… “branding and creativity” Individual or
team work – benefits/inhibits?
Introduces impact of ICT tools/ Social Media with an overview of the changes on the way people
communicate, study, work, access to services, participate in community and connect with others.
Engages learners on practical exercise/ dynamic – trainers decision on which and how many exercises
according to target group profile/ context specifies and time.
Exercise - Internet users in the world (5-10 minutes)
Show image/ write/ distribute a sheet with world regions names and ask learners to think about the
origin of the internet users in the world
Show image/ write/ distribute a sheet with descendent values of world regions internet and challenge
learners to match each % to the right region.
Show image/ write/ distribute a sheet with right answers and discuss results with the group.
Exercise - 60 Seconds Game (10-15 minutes)
Show image/ write down/ distribute a sheet with a set of social media possible actions. Ask learners to
quantify how many of that actions take place in 60 seconds around the world.
Show image/ write / distribute a sheet with the answers and discuss results with the group.
Exercise - How would you use Social Media? (10-15 minutes)

Duration
(h)

Participants (nr)
Learne
rs
10

Trainer
s
1

2,5 h

10

1

2,5 h

10

1

Three
sessions
each 2,5
h
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Show image/ write down/ distribute a sheet with a set of main social media. Ask learners to briefly
explain how they would use them.
Discuss the results and guide the group with some tips on how to get more engagement impact.
Exercise – Social Media Pros and cons (20-25 minutes)
Challenge groups to present results, debate and collectively prioritize most relevant pros/ cons (<5).
Explore with learners some examples on how to prevent cons, providing on line safety tips.
Igniting
Creativity

Creativity
Lab

To
encourage
individuals to expand
their
mind
and
explore
their
creativity;
To help individuals
build confidence in
their abilities and to
challenge
their
“learned
helplessness”.
To encourage group
members to share
their creative or
business
problems/challenges
with the group; To
engage the group in
creative problem
solving through
discussion and
practical exercises;
To work out
potential solutions to
the
problems/challenges
raised

The group are asked the question “What is required in order to start a business?” The answers given by
the participants are noted down on the board.
Then trainer introduce examples of a few inspiring success stories that illustrate the way that simple
people have created successful businesses without having either major financial resources or any
special training. The presentation of each success story is followed by a discussion.
Participants inspired by success stories are proposed to take part in creativity exercises/games: Game
of associations “What’s that?” (5-10 minutes); Exercise “Using an item in a different way” (10
minutes); Game “Present” (10-15 minutes); Exercise “Paper prank” (10-15 minutes); Exercise
“Complete the picture”(10 minutes); Exercise “Drawing in pairs” (15-20 minutes)

2,5 h

10

1

Learners in the group discussion present their answers to questions “What is your passion? What do
you feel like doing in the future (after you are released from the penitentiary institution)?“.
Learners made a decision to which of the problem (ideas, passions, goals, and ambitions) raised will
be addressed during the session. Author of the idea define the problem in detail.
The trainer introduces questions aimed at analysing the problem and exploring its possible solutions.
Group analyse the problem, discuss the potential causes of difficulties and generate possible solutions
to the problem. If the group faces difficulties coming up with answers to questions asked, practical
exercises can be availed of.
Practical exercise No. 1: The trainer asks the group members to do an exercise that will help the
group take a fresh look at the problem raised and approach it from the point of view of another
person: “Imagine that you are running a successful business or are in charge of a prosperous
company. You are approached by an individual who has just been released from a penitentiary
institution and who is desperate to find a job. What questions would you ask this person? What would
you suggest to him/her?”
Practical exercise No. 2: The trainer encourages the group to perform another exercise aimed at
helping the participants take a fresh look at a problem (in this case, the problem of an ex-prisoner’s
engagement in the labour market):“Imagine that each of you represents some profession that is
unrelated to the problem discussed. For instance, imagine that you are teachers. How would you
approach the problem of an ex-prisoner engaging in the labour market from the point of view of a
teacher? In your view, what are the possible solutions?” OR

2,5 h

10

1
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Learning
to Share &
Trust

Promotion of mutual
trust, self-learning,
openness; discovery
of creative potential,
exploring talents,
abilities, selfdevelopment;
identification of
existing knowledge
and acquisition of
new knowledge;
development of
communication
skills, empathy,
responsibility and
cooperation with
others

“Imagine that each of you is a representative of a different profession—for instance, a teacher, a fire
fighter, a forester, a farmer, etc. As you identify with your role, think and state what you could advise
as representatives of the different professions to an ex-prisoner who is looking to rejoin to the labour
market.”
Once all the proposed ideas have been noted down, the trainer suggests that the members of the group
should assess them. The trainer asks the following questions: “What do you think…”, “How do you
find…”, “In your estimation, if…”. At this stage, the members of the group are encouraged to
generate diverse ideas on ways to use the skills or qualifications acquired in pursuing one’s goal (in
the present context, joining the labour market). During this step, solutions can be assessed critically
based on their credibility, completeness and value. The group should analyse each solution based on
its potential consequences—especially negative consequences. In an effort to evaluate the ideas,
practical exercises can be availed of.
Practical exercise No. 4: The trainer suggests evaluating a problem by asking a “What if...” question.
For the sake of a smooth start, the trainer asks the first question. After that, the trainer asks the
participants to continue asking questions in an effort to evaluate both the positive and negative
eventualities that an ex-prisoner can be faced with when attempting to secure a position on the labour
market:“Let us begin with the positives of the plan being executed. What if you succeed in securing a
position on the labour market?”
Once the group have evaluated all the statements that have been written down by applying the
method of “Well, this is something we cannot realise, but perhaps we can...”, then the trainer takes
over by complimenting the group on the answers generated, stating that they are practically
applicable
The group responded and shared considerations and questions in a reflective and dynamic way, about
the topics covered:
Ø Values;
Ø Emotions
Ø Interests
Ø Individuality
Ø Responsibility
Ø Creativity
Ø Relationship
Ø Growth
Trainer challenges learners to think of creativity in its broadest terms and as a key to problem solving
and how they view the
world, exploring the importance of curiosity

2,5 h

10
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Connected
Economy

Introduction to the
concept of creativity;
Introduction to the
concept of a
connected economy;
Awareness of how
things are connected.

Arousing curiosity and helping individuals to question what they see (Philosopher in Meditation
Worksheet) - Each learn presents their ideas on what they see in the Picture; Hidden messages in logos
- Group learner discussion on what they see the the logos presented;
Can type fonts influence our senses - In a group discussion learner choose which GAP font/logo they
prefer and why. 3 cards with the word Lawyer typed in differing fonts. Group learner discussion on
which lawyer they would choose to go to based on the fonts provided and why.
10 reasons to use colour to
improve connections – Learners participate in group discussion on each
image/reason; What individual colours mean, how they are used and how
organisations use colour to communicate a message and make connections, a discussion on each colour,
holding up the
logos of the companies using that particular colour.

2,5 h

10

1

National
Pilots

Training
units

Session aim*

Main activities developed*-Facilitators brief description

Duration
(h)

2
Panevezys
Correction
House

Creativity
and the
connected
economy

Introduction to the concept
of creativity; Introduction to
the concept of a connected
economy; Awareness of
how things are connected.

2,5 h

Social
Media &
Positive
Connectio
ns

Awareness on social media
opportunities to establish
positive connections for
personal, social and
professional development

Arousing curiosity and helping individuals to question what they see (Philosopher in
Meditation
Worksheet) - Each learn presents their ideas on what they see in the Picture; Hidden messages
in logos - Group learner discussion on what they see the the logos presented;
Can type fonts influence our senses - In a group discussion learner choose which GAP
font/logo they prefer and why. 3 cards with the word Lawyer typed in differing fonts. Group
learner discussion on which lawyer they would choose to go to based on the fonts provided
and why.
10 reasons to use colour to improve connections – Learners participate in group discussion on
each
image/reason; What individual colours mean, how they are used and how
organisations use colour to communicate a message and make connections, a discussion on
each colour, holding up the logos of the companies using that particular colour.
Introduces impact of ICT tools/ Social Media with an overview of the changes on the way
people communicate, study, work, access to services, participate in community and connect
with others.
Engages learners on practical exercise/ dynamic – trainers decision on which and how many
exercises according to target group profile/ context specifies and time.
Exercise - Internet users in the world (5-10 minutes)
Show image/ write/ distribute a sheet with world regions names and ask learners to think about
the origin of the internet users in the world

Participants (nr)
Learne Trainer
rs
s
8
1

2,5 h

8
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Igniting
creativity

To encourage individuals to
expand their mind and
explore their creativity;
To help individuals build
confidence in their abilities
and to challenge their
“learned helplessness”.

Creativity
tool kit

To engage the group in
creative problem solving
through discussion and
practical exercises; To work
out potential solutions to the
problems/challenges raised

Show image/ write/ distribute a sheet with descendent values of world regions internet and
challenge learners to match each % to the right region.
Show image/ write/ distribute a sheet with right answers and discuss results with the group.
Exercise - 60 Seconds Game (10-15 minutes)
Show image/ write down/ distribute a sheet with a set of social media possible actions. Ask
learners to quantify how many of that actions take place in 60 seconds around the world.
Show image/ write / distribute a sheet with the answers and discuss results with the group.
Exercise - How would you use Social Media? (10-15 minutes)
Show image/ write down/ distribute a sheet with a set of main social media. Ask learners to
briefly explain how they would use them.
Discuss the results and guide the group with some tips on how to get more engagement impact.
Exercise – Social Media Pros and cons (20-25 minutes)
Challenge groups to present results, debate and collectively prioritize most relevant pros/ cons
(<5).
Explore with learners some examples on how to prevent cons, providing on line safety tips.
The group are asked the question “What is required in order to start a business?” The answers
given by the participants are noted down on the board.
Then trainer introduce examples of a few inspiring success stories that illustrate the way that
simple people have created successful businesses without having either major financial
resources or any special training. The presentation of each success story is followed by a
discussion.
Participants inspired by success stories are proposed to take part in creativity exercises/games:
Game of associations “What’s that?” (5-10 minutes); Exercise “Using an item in a different
way” (10 minutes); Game “Present” (10-15 minutes); Exercise “Paper prank” (10-15 minutes);
Exercise “Poem writing” (15-20 minutes); Exercise “Complete the picture”(10 minutes);
Exercise “Drawing in pairs” (15-20 minutes)
Learners read the Declaration of Self-Esteem by Virginia Satir. Learners make tree piece of
art.
First piece of art – “Who am I?” Every person has feeling (notion) about himself and his place
in the world. Each participant renders (transforms) the feeling about himself into clay.
Second piece of art – “Whom I want to be?” In this piece of art each participant renders
(transforms) the concept of whom he wants to be and how he wants to feel. Its stimulation
self-esteem - the feeling that they are in control gives them the confidence to communicate
their vision;
Third piece of art – “How I feel happiness?” In this piece of art each participant renders
(transforms) his own feeling about happiness.
Each piece of art needs to be titled: it can be as metaphor, expression or in words dressed
feeling.

2,5 h

8

1

2,5 h

8

1
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Trust and
Sharing /
Creativity
Lab

Promotion of mutual trust,
self-learning, openness;
discovery of creative
potential, exploring talents,
abilities, self-development;
identification of existing
knowledge and acquisition
of new knowledge;
development of
communication skills,
empathy, responsibility and
cooperation with others
To encourage group
members to share their
creative or business
problems/challenges with
the group;

Negotiatio
n and
putting it
all
together

Introduction to Negotiation:
Why
is
negotiation
important?;
Positive
connections through positive
negotiation skills.
Approaches for negotiation:
Understanding
conflict;
Practical approaches to

The group responded and shared considerations and questions in a reflective and dynamic
way, about the topics covered:
Ø Values;
Ø Emotions
Ø Interests
Ø Individuality
Ø Responsibility
Ø Creativity
Ø Relationship
Ø Growth
Trainer challenges learners to think of creativity in its broadest terms and as a key to problem
solving and how they view the
world, exploring the importance of curiosity
Learners in the group discussion present their answers to questions “What is your passion?
What do you feel like doing in the future (after you are released from the penitentiary
institution)?“.
Learners made a decision to which of the problem (ideas, passions, goals, and ambitions)
raised will be addressed during the session. Author of the idea define the problem in detail.
The trainer introduces questions aimed at analysing the problem and exploring its possible
solutions. Group analyse the problem, discuss the potential causes of difficulties and generate
possible solutions to the problem.
Once all the proposed ideas have been noted down, the trainer suggests that the members of
the group should assess them. The trainer asks the following questions: “What do you
think…”, “How do you find…”, “In your estimation, if…”. At this stage, the members of the
group are encouraged to generate diverse ideas on ways to use the skills or qualifications
acquired in pursuing one’s goal (in the present context, joining the labour market). During this
step, solutions can be assessed critically based on their credibility, completeness and value.
The group should analyse each solution based on its potential consequences—especially
negative consequences. Once the group have evaluated all the statements that have been
written down by applying the method of “Well, this is something we cannot realise, but
perhaps we can...”, then the trainer takes over by complimenting the group on the answers
generated, stating that they are practically applicable
The importance in the modern world of negotiation. Trainer leads discussion on the
importance of negotiation in the modern world. Learners in a group discussion present their
thoughts on the importance of negotiation in the modern world
Understand conflict: positional bargaining. Trainer introduces the group to the concept of
positional bargaining, soft vs. hard. Trainer then: I) Divides the group in two teams. Ask them
to sit facing each other.; II) Distribute copies of the handout to each group.; III) Tell one team
that they will have to support Soft positional bargaining; the other will be for Hard positional
bargaining. Their task is to convince the other team of the validity of the method they support.

2,5 h

8

1

2,5 h

8

1
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negotiation;
Positive
negotiation
behaviours;
Negative
negotiation
behaviours; Dealing with
difficult situations.
Practice, reflect and learn:
Overcoming inhibition in
negotiating;
Reflection
approaches

Allow sufficient time for preparing.; IV) Give a Start to let the “confrontation” start. Let each
one to express freely; do not try to control the dynamics of interaction.; V) Give a signal to
stop the confrontation. Ask participants to return to their original seats and think in silent for
one minute to what emerged during the activity.; VI) Invite those who want to share their
thoughts.
Discuss with the group the four basic principles of negotiation in order to overcome the
problems, limitations and impasses of positional bargaining.
1. Separate the people from the problem
2. Focus on interests, not positions
3. Invent options for mutual gain
4. Insist on objective criteria
Trainer gets learners to reflect on the 4 principles and gets then consider examples where they
have in live used or not used these principles, using the handout sheet provided to capture their
thoughts.
Trainer introduces the group to 5 key positive behaviours used by skilled negotiators:
• Flagging
• Testing, understanding and summarising
• Asking lots of questions
• Commenting on motives
Trainer introduces the group to 4 key negative behaviours used bin negotiation:
• Irritators
• Defend/attack spirals
• Argument chains
• Counter proposals
Trainer provides learners with negotiation behaviours handout and asks group to place the
behaviours discussed (and captured on the handout) into the correct column: positive
negotiation behaviour or negative negotiation behaviour.
Trainer explains that the group is to practice a negotiation scenario. The learners are told that
they met in prison and have been developing a new business idea. Each learner is given a
reflection sheet and told that in the negotiation they take it in turns to negotiate (while the
other person listens). On the reflection sheet they should record their strategy at each stage
(what approaches/behaviours are they using, also to try and figure out the
approaches/behaviours used by their partner. Finally, to capture their emotions and feelings
during the negotiation phases. The learners are divided into pairs: learner A and learner B.
Learner A is given the role of Alex. Learner B is given the role of Chris. The learners will
need about 5 mins to assimilate their role the negotiation will then take around 20 minutes
Trainer leads discussion asking each learner pair how the negotiation worked, did they achieve
an outcome, what approaches/behaviours did they use, what were their emotions/feelings
during each phase of the negotiation and did this effect their negotiation strategy. The trainer
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asks each learners what one thing they will take away from role play, that they can use in the
future. What have they learnt that will influence their behaviour in the future?
The trainer leads a group discussion on how best to deal with difficult situations in
negotiations, including:
• What if the other party is more powerful?
• What if the other party will not play?
• What if the other party uses dirty tricks?
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2.2.
•

Monitoring & Evaluation
Training pilots evaluation model - main features of evaluation tools and methodologies

CCEO training pilots run by Panevezys Correction House were evaluated by trainer/ facilitator and trainees/
learners, combining self and hetero assessment perspectives and including quantitative and qualitative
feedback on training units/ programme quality, adequacy and impact.
Brief summary on facilitators and learners evaluation focus - dimensions, indicators and questions
Evaluation
dimensions
Organization
Trainer(s)/ facilitators

Evaluation Model
FACILITATORS assessment focused on
LEARNERS assessment focused on
Groups size
Sessions adequacy
Sessions duration
Place adequacy
Trainers qualification
Needs focus

Trainees/ learners

Learners motivation for the theme(s)
Learners active participation

Tools &
Methodologies

Training methodologies and tools
Training contents

Training units/
programme overall
quality

Session global quality

Contents adequacy
Topics usefulness
Methodology adequacy
Resources and materials adequacy
Overall quality

Improvements

Training units improvements

Global improvements

Learning impact

Life skills development in project key areas

Different tools were used in specific timings for collecting quantitative and qualitative feedback among
training pilots participants, according to specific evaluation objectives:
1) Training units/ programme quality and adequacy were assessed through evaluation questionnaires
filled in by facilitator(s) and learners after concluding training sessions/ training programme in order
to collect specific feedback on organizational issues, participants performance, tools and
methodologies, training unit global assessment and improvements;
2) Training programme impact on learners skills development was assessed through CCEO Wheel of
Life questionnaire filled in by learners in the beginning and end of the programme
Brief summary on training pilots’ evaluation activities
National
Piots
1
Panevezys

Who?

What?

How?

When?

Trainer(s)/
Facilitators

Training units

Training Unit Evaluation
Questionnaire FACILITATOR

End of
training unit
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Correction
House
Trainees/
Learners

2
Panevezys
Correction
House

2.3.

Trainer(s)/
Facilitators

Training Unit Evaluation
Questionnaire LEARNER
Training
programme

Training Programme
Evaluation Questionnaire

End of
training
programme

Skills
development/
learning
impact

Wheel of Life skills selfassessment

Beginning of
the
programme

Training units

Trainees/
Learners

Training Unit Evaluation
Questionnaire FACILITATOR

Quantitative
&
qualitative
assessments

Quantitative
assessment

90
questionnaires
10
questionnaires
10
questionnaires

End of the
programme

10
questionnaires

End of
training unit

6 questionnaires
Quantitative
&
qualitative
assessments

Training Unit Evaluation
Questionnaire LEARNER
Training
programme

Training Programme
Evaluation Questionnaire

End of
training
programme

Skills
development/
learning
impact

Wheel of Life skills selfassessment

Beginning of
the
programme

48
questionnaires
8 questionnaires

8 questionnaires
Quantitative
assessment

End of the
programme

8 questionnaires

Evaluation results

2.3.1.

First National Pilot

As it was mentioned before, evaluation tools have two main specific focuses: 1) training units/ programme
quality and adequacy assessment and 2) learning impact assessment/ learners skills development.
•

Training units/ programme quality and adequacy

The study sample on training units and programme quality and adequacy includes feedback from all
participants – facilitators and learners - with a broad global response rate of almost 100%.

-

Facilitators’ assessment

The facilitator that run the first pilot in Panevezys Correction House reported assessment in a single evaluation
form for each of the training sessions, making a total of 6-9 evaluation questionnaires corresponding to 9
training units (N=9, response rate 100%).
Quantitative evaluation results from facilitators’ assessment, based on an evaluation scale from 1 – lowest
score up to 5 – highest score, show the global high quality of the training programme.
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Graphic 1. First national pilot global evaluation by facilitator

Facilitator satisfaction level
Global Programme
Connected Economy
Learning to Share & Trust
Creativity Lab
Igniting Creativity
Social Media & Positive Connections
Blocks to Creativity
Who am I? What is my passion?
0

1

2

3

4

5

Evaluation scale: 1-lowest score to 5-highest score

Facilitators present medium to very high global satisfaction levels with training units/ programme.
Facilitator evaluate training session/unit indicating satisfaction level in different items: learners active
participation, learners motivation for the teme, adequancy of sessions duration and group size, quality of
training methodologies and tools, and quality of training contents. Facilitators present medium to very high
global satisfaction levels with glbal programme quality, adequacy of session duration, adeqyuacy of group size
and quality of training contents.
Graphic 2. Facilitator satisfaction level – organization, learners, tools and methodologies and global quality
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Facilitator satisfaction level
Global Programme
Connected Economy
Learning to Share &
Trust

Average
Global quality

Creativity Lab

Learners active participation
Learners motivation for the theme(s)

Igniting Creativity

Adequacy of session duration
Social Media & Positive
Connections

Adequacy of group size
Quality of training methodologies and tools
Quality of training contents

Blocks to Creativity
Who am I? What is my
passion?

0

1

2

3

4

5

Evaluation scale: 1-low est score to 5- highest score

Following training pilots objectives and despite evaluation positive results, facilitators left some clues on future
improvement focused on training contents/ methodologies adequacy to target-groups:
Table 1. Facilitator suggestions on training programme/units improvements

Training units
Who am I? What is my
passion?

Suggestions on improvements

Blocks to Creativity

Paper planes dynamic/ exercise didn´t work so well because the group members didn´t
understood what the goal was. However, making paper planes was funny experience.

Social Media &
Positive Connections

The tool worked very well, especially thinking about old telephone and mobile phone using.

Igniting Creativity

It was interesting to watch how the games encourage creativity and make group members
smile.

Creativity Lab

Group members were motivated to participate in this tool.

Learning to Share &
Trust

Women find it difficult to share personal experiences, expose their oppinion, however after
this „game“ group members feel more comfortable with each other.

Connected economy

For group members it was very interesting exercise with colors.

-

For the group members “playing” with plasticine bring memories of the childhood, however
3 different art pieces in three sessions was too long.

Learners’ assessment

10 learners filled in an anonymous evaluation questionnaire after each of the 9 sessions. Global average results
highlights overall learning quality, activity organization adequacy, appropriate resources and materials used in
learning process, activity usefulness, relevance of used methodology, contents suitability, trainer’s
performance: correct and polite treatment, attentiveness to the needs of participants.
In learners opinion overall quality of activity is high. Learners agree that the organization of the activity has
been adequate and resources and materials used in activity were appropriate. Maybe not all of the topics of the
"The European Commission support for the production of this publication does not constitute an endorsement of
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activity were useful and not all methodology used was adequate, so these point leaves room for improvement.
Moreover, learners were satisfied with trainers correct and polite treatment during acrtivity process,
attentiveness to the needs of participant and trainer implementing the activity were sufficiently qualified for
proper development of activity.
Graphic 3. Learners’ satisfaction level - organization, trainers, tools and methodologies and global quality

Learners satisfaction level

Overall level of quality
offered by our organisation

The organisation of the
activity has been adequate

The place w here the
activity w as delivered w as
adequate

Average
Connected economy

Resources and materials
used w ere appropriate

Social Media & Positive
Connections
Creativity Lab
Learning to Share & Trust

The topics of the activity
w ere useful

Igniting Creativity
Blocks to Creativity
Who am I? What is my
passion?

The methodology used
w as adequate

The contents covered
w ere appropriate

Trainers has show n a
correct and polite treatment

Trainers has been attentive
to the needs of participants

Trainers implementing the
activity w ere sufficiently
qualified for proper
development of activity

0

1

2

3

4

Satisfaction level: 1 – lowest score to 4 – highest score
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In addition to the evaluation made after each of 9 days of working sessions a global programme evaluation
questionnaire was filled in by all 10 learners engaged in the pilot after concluding all training pilot activities.
Results of learners’ final assessment show very high levels of satisfaction (evaluation scale from 1 – lowest to
5 – highest score) with training units and overall programme, thus reinforcing data previously collected.
Graphic 4. First national pilot global evaluation by learners

Learners satisfaction level
5

4

Satisfaction level:1lowest score to 5-highest
score
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In this programme learners were challenged to identify more and less useful issues/ themes and dynamics/
exercises and summarise improvements to be made.
Table 2. Learners assessment on programme more and less useful topics and improvements (literal transcriptions)

More useful issues/themes
dynamics/exercises

and

• Colors and their meanings
• Igniting creativity and practical
exercises
• Creativity lab and practice exercise
• It was interesting to create a poem
• Meeting about the logos and color
meaning
• It wal all interesting
• Social media and networking
• For me was interesting to remember
molding
• It was interesting to think about the
use of smart technology

Less useful issues/themes
dynamics/exercises

and

• Even in the begining some of
creativity exercises seems childish,
but still i like them all
• Everything was interesting and
useful

Improvements
• I would like more group members,
because it would be interesting to
hear more different oppinions
• More activities, methodology, more
than 6 meetings
• Interesting to watch how this
programm works in different
countries
• I would include multimedia
contents
• I would try to use more equipment
(multimedia), video, sound, slides
with documenteries
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Even though some learners pointing out connected economy, social media and igniting creativity economy as
more useful tools, respondents majority considers all programme subjects and dynamics relevant. The
extension of time and the use of multimedia arise as the only improvements to be done.
In fact, in addition to written improvement suggestions, learners repeatedly stated they would like to participate
in more activities of this nature and proposed increasing time and number of training sessions.
Suggestions regarding the use of multimedia contents and equipment were also pointed out by learners.
-

Learning impact/ learners skills development

Training pilot evaluation was also focused on efficacy assessment, aiming to measure the impact of the
programme on learner’s skills development.
Learners were challenged to fill in self-evaluation tool - wheel of life questionnaire – for skills quantitative
assessment (intensity scale from 1 to 10) in the beginning and end of the training pilot, allowing subsequent
measurement of distance travelled along the learning path. 10 learners attended pilot first work session and
filled in wheel of life initial assessment. Respective evaluation data was excluded from comparative analysis.
Graphic 5. Learners self-assessment on initial and final skills development
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Wheel of Life - Comparative results:
participant self-assessment

Final Assessment

Initial assessment

Intensity scale from 1 to 10

Wheel of life initial and final assessment results are illustrated in blue and red lines, respectively, providing a
snapshot of both starting and arrival point in terms of self-perceived skills.
Group learning impact is evident. Learners’ skills development is particularly significant in learner feeling
about their stregths (+2.5), feeling of achievement in life (+2.4), finding own work passion in life (+2.3),
confident about their future (+2), understanding what is connected economy is (+2.7).
Table 3. Learners self-assessment on learning impact: skills development (descendent order)

Learners
Assessment
Group learning impact/Distance travelled
I consider myself creative
I always consider what impact my actions

Initial
6,5
7,4

Final
7,9
8,1

Comparative
results
(FinalInitial)
1,4
0,7
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I encourage others to think creatively
I have problems sharing my ideas
I find trust difficult
How important is it to you to be on the Creativity in the Connected Economy
Programme?
How motivated do you feel about achieving things in your life?
How happy are you with your employment prospects at the moment?
How confident are you about preparing for a job interview?
How well do you feel you know your strengths?
How much do you feel you have achieved in life so far?
I consider that I hold back on presenting my ideas
I understand how to use social media to network
How much are you influenced by others, doing things that you really do not want
to do?
How clear are you about what you want to do next?
I have found my work passion in life
How happy are you about working with other people?
How much do you think that having a criminal record affects your employment
prospects?
How confident are you about your future?
I am a good networker
I am good at problem solving
I am a curious person
I like making things
I understand what the connected economy is
Do you consider creative skills important in gaining employment?

6,4
6,0
7,1

8,1
7,1
7,2

1,7
1,1
0,1

8,2
8,6
5,7
6,4
5,5
4,3
6,3
6,3

8,8
8,6
6,8
8,5
8,0
6,7
7,0
7,4

0,6
0,0
1,1
2,1
2,5
2,4
0,7
1,1

4,5
6,6
5,5
6,8

4,0
8,3
7,8
7,5

-0,5
1,7
2,3
0,7

7,0
6,2
6,7
6,9
7,2
8,2
5,0
9,1

8,1
8,2
7,2
8,3
8,1
8,6
7,7
9,0

1,1
2,0
0,5
1,4
0,9
0,4
2,7
-0,1

Intensity scale from 1 to 10

But changes on perceptions indicating skills development can also be tracked from comparative negative
results. An increased influence by others, doing things that you really do not want to do (-0.5) can result from
a critical thinking perspective and self awareness. Also, increased consideration of creative skill importance in
gaining employment can result from understanding, that creativity is more than just making arts etc.
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2.3.2.

Second National Pilot

Second evaluation followed the same procedures as first evaluation focusing both on: 1) training units/
programme quality and adequacy assessment and 2) learning impact assessment/ learners skills development.
•

Training units/ programme quality and adequacy

The study sample on training units and programme quality and adequacy includes feedback from all
participants – facilitators and learners - with a broad global response rate of almost 100%.
-

Facilitators’ assessment

The facilitator that run the second pilot in Panevezys Correction House reported assessment in a single
evaluation form for each of the training sessions, making a total of 6 evaluation questionnaires corresponding
to 6 training units (N=6, response rate 100).
Quantitative evaluation results from facilitators’ assessment, based on an evaluation scale from 1 – lowest
score up to 5 – highest score, show the global high quality of the training programme.
Graphic 6. Second national pilot global evaluation by facilitators

Facilitators satisfaction level
Negotiation and putting it all together
Trust and Sharing / Creativity Lab
Who am I? What is my passion?/ Blocks to Creativity
Igniting creativity
Social Media and Positive Connections
Creativity and the Connected economy
Global Programme
0

1

2

3

4

5

Evaluation scale:1-lowest score to 5-highest score

Facilitator present high to very high satisfaction levels with training units/programme.
Graphic 7. Facilitator satisfaction level – organization, learners, tools and methodologies and global quality
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Facilitators satisfaction level
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1
Who am I? What is my
passion?/ Blocks to
Creativity
Trust and Sharing /
Creativity Lab
Negotiation and putting it
all together

Evaluation scale:1-lowest
socre to 5-highest score

Facilitator satisfaction level on training programme/units are very high. Following training pilots objectives
and despite evaluation positive results, facilitators left some clues on future improvement focused on training
contents/ methodologies adequacy to target-groups. Some comments were similar to first tools testing.
Table 4. Facilitator suggestions on training programme/units improvements

Igniting creativity

Suggestions on improvements
Learners were interested about stamps/brands used colors mean; we have great of
discussion about Lithuania popular brands and their possible meanings.
The tool worked very well, especially thinking about old telephone and mobile phone
using. Still not all information about social media was used, therefore we didn‘t play
charades.
The tool led to a more self-confident, helped learner to feel more creative. Learners
were motivated to participate in this activity, even were happy to create a poem.

Who am I? What is my
passion?/ Blocks to Creativity

To this tool we also include activity with plasticine, because for first learners group
work with plasticine succed very well, the second time was also successful.

Trust and Sharing / Creativity
Lab
Negotiation and putting it all
together

It was difficult to carry out all the tasks within 2.5 h, we spent more time for Trust
and Sharing than making all practical exercises from Creativity Lab. Learners felt
comfortable talking about different topics.
Learners were motivated talking about negotiation, were discussing about positice
conflict resolutions.

Training units
Creativity and the Connected
economy
Social Media and Positive
Connections

-

Learners’ assessment

8 learners filled in an anonymous evaluation questionnaire after each of the 6 meetings.
In addition to the evaluation made after each of 6 days of working sessions a global programme evaluation
questionnaire was filled in by all 8 learners engaged in the pilot after concluding all training pilot activities.
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Graphic 8. Second national pilot global evaluation by learners

Learners satisfaction level
Global average data
Global programme
Negotiation and putting it all together
T rust and Sharing / Creativity Lab
Who am I? What is my passion?/ Blocks to Creativity
Igniting creativity
Social Media and Positive Connections
Creativity and the Connected economy
1

2

3

4

5

Evaluation level 1-lowest score to 5-highest score

Results of learners’ final assessment show very high levels of satisfaction (evaluation scale from 1 – lowest to
5 – highest score) with training units and overall programme, thus reinforcing data previously collected.
8 learners filled in an anonymous evaluation questionnaire after each of the 9 sessions. Global average results
highlights overall learning quality, activity organization adequacy, appropriate resources and materials used in
learning process, activity usefulness, relevance of used methodology, contents suitability, trainer’s
performance: correct and polite treatment, attentiveness to the needs of participants.
Graphic 9. Learners’ satisfaction level - organization, trainers, tools and methodologies and global quality
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Learners satisfaction level

Overall level of quality offered by our organisation.

The organisation of the activity has been adequate.

The place where the activity was delivered was adequate.

Resources and materials used were appropriate.

Average

The topics of the activity were useful.
Negotiation and putting it all together
Connected economy

The methodology used was adequate.

Social M edia & Positive Connections

The contents covered were appropriate.

Leaning to Share & Trust/ Creativity
Lab
Igniting creativity

Trainers has shown a correct and polite treatment.
Who am I? What is my passion?/ Blocks
to Creativity

Trainers has been attentive to the needs of participants.

Trainers implementing the activity were sufficiently
qualified for the proper development of the activity.
0

1

2

3

4

Satisfaction level: 1 – lowest score to 4 – highest score

In learners opinion overall quality of activity is high. Learners agree that the organization of the activity has
been adequate and resources and materials used in activity were appropriate. Maybe not all of the topics of the
activity were useful and not all methodology used was adequate, so these point leaves room for improvement.
Moreover, learners were satisfied with trainers correct and polite treatment during acrtivity process,
attentiveness to the needs of participant and trainer implementing the activity were sufficiently qualified for
proper development of activity.
Overall level of quality, topics of the activity, trainers care to the needs of participant, resources and materials
were very well organized, but learners global satisfaction level with resources and materials, leaves room for
improvement.
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In addition to the evaluation made after each of 6 days of working sessions, a global programme evaluation
questionnaire was filled in by all 8 learners engaged in the pilot after concluding all training pilot activities.
Table 5. Learners assessment on programme more and less useful topics and improvements (literal transcriptions)

More useful issues/themes and
dynamics/exercises

Less useful issues/themes and
dynamics/exercises

Improvements

• opportunity to express talents,
listen to the opinions of others,
increasing confidence, there is
less doubt about what you are
doing
• For me Igniting creativity was
most interesting
• It was interesting to talk about
Social media, work with
plasticine, useful to increase selfconfidence, negotiation
• While working in group for me
was useful to listen to the opinion
of others
• You learn how to look at the
mundane things creatively;
participating in programme
promotes to reach the goals, to
create;
• Most useful Social media and
Learning to share and trust

• All were useful;
• Nothing to say about less useful
issues

• have several sessions per week
(longer programme);
• Bigger group
• More exercises about
communication;
• Have possibility to use internet
or to learn how to find
information;
• Maybe more information about
labor market;
• More learners in the group

In fact, in addition to written improvement suggestions, learners repeatedly stated they would like to participate
in more activities of this nature and proposed increasing time and number of training sessions. Also it was
mentioned that it would be useful to have opportunity to use Internet or get more information abou labor
market, therefore Learners would like to have more group members.
-

Learning impact/ learners skills development

Training pilot evaluation was also focused on efficacy assessment, aiming to measure the impact of the
programme on learner’s skills development.
Learners were challenged to fill in self-evaluation tool - wheel of life questionnaire – for skills quantitative
assessment (intensity scale from 1 to 10) in the beginning and end of the training pilot, allowing subsequent
measurement of distance travelled along the learning path. 8 learners attended pilot first work session and filled
in wheel of life initial assessment. Respective evaluation data was excluded from comparative analysis.
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Graphic 10. Learners self-assessment on initial and final skills development
Wheel of Life-Comparative Results

Do you consider creative skills important in gaining
employment?
I understand what the connected economy is
I like making things
I am a curious person
I am good at problem solving
I am a good networker
How confident are you about your future?
How much do you think that having a criminal record affects your
employment prospects?
How happy are you about working with other people?
I have found my work passion in life
How clear are you about what you want to do next?
How much are you influenced by others, doing things that you
really do not want to do?
I understand how to use social media to network
I consider that I hold back on presenting my ideas
How much do you feel you have achieved in life so far?
How well do you feel you know your strengths?
How confident are you about preparing for a job interview?
How happy are you with your employment prospects at the
moment?
How motivated do you feel about achieving things in your life?

Final assessement

How important is it to you to be on the Creativity in the
Connected Economy Programme?

Initial Assessment

I find trust difficult
I have problems sharing my ideas
I encourage others to think creatively
I always consider what impact my actions
I consider myself creative
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Intensity scale from 1 to 10
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Wheel of life initial and final assessment results are illustrated in blue and red lines, respectively, providing a
snapshot of both starting and arrival point in terms of self-perceived skills.
Group learning impact is evident. Learners’ skills development is particularly significant in learners feeling
about confidence about preparing for a job interview (+1,4), their stregths (+1,6), happy working with other
people (+2,0), confidence about future (+1,8), being good networker (+1,6).
Table 6. Learners self-assessment on learning impact: skills development (descendent order)

Learners
Assessment

Group learning impact/Distance travelled
I consider myself creative
I always consider what impact my actions
I encourage others to think creatively
I have problems sharing my ideas
I find trust difficult
How important is it to you to be on the Creativity in the Connected Economy
Programme?
How motivated do you feel about achieving things in your life?
How happy are you with your employment prospects at the moment?
How confident are you about preparing for a job interview?
How well do you feel you know your strengths?
How much do you feel you have achieved in life so far?
I consider that I hold back on presenting my ideas
I understand how to use social media to network
How much are you influenced by others, doing things that you really do not want
to do?
How clear are you about what you want to do next?
I have found my work passion in life
How happy are you about working with other people?
How much do you think that having a criminal record affects your employment
prospects?
How confident are you about your future?
I am a good networker
I am good at problem solving
I am a curious person
I like making things
I understand what the connected economy is
Do you consider creative skills important in gaining employment?

Initial

Final

7,0
7,5
6,3
5,5
6,8

7,8
8,3
7,0
6,6
5,7

Comparativ
e results
(FinalInitial)
0,8
0,8
0,7
1,1
-1,1

8,8

9,5

0,7

8,6
4,7
7,3
7,0
5,1
6
6,2

9,0
4,8
8,7
8,6
6,3
6,2
7,3

0,4
0,1
1,4
1,6
1,2
0,2
1,1

6,1

8,0

1,9

7,8
6,7
7,2

8,5
7,8
9,2

0,7
1,1
2,0

9,6

9,7

0,1

7,0
6,7
7,2
7,5
8,6
7,1
8,5

8,8
8,3
7,1
8,6
8,8
8,2
8,7

1,8
1,6
-0,1
1,1
0,2
1,1
0,2

Intensity scale from 1 to 10

But changes on perceptions indicating skills development can also be tracked from comparative negative
results. Finding trust difficult (-1,1) and being good at problem solving (-0,1) can result from a critical thinking
perspective and self awareness. Working in group, sharing new ideas help not only collaborate with each other,
but also increases self-confidence, communication skill etc.
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CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS
This report aimed to systemized information on CCEO Training Pilots run in Lithuania by Panevezys
Correction House, in October- November 2016 and March - April 2017 with the purpose of testing with targetgroups the training methodologies/ materials/ tools developed by the partnership.
Panevezys Correction House run 2 different pilots in Correction House where imprisonment is performed by
convicted women. Target groups where with similar profiles/personal and social development needs:
1. In the first Pilot participated a group of 10 convicted women, from 20 to 66 years old, the majority of
these learners have secondary education (10-12 grade education), are located in prison and not working
paid job.
2. In the second Pilot participated a group of 8 convicted women, from 26 to 66 years old, the majority
of these learners have secondary education (10-12 grade education) and are located in prison and not
working paid job. Once again participation was voluntary, not mandatory. The invitation was extended
to the group of convicted women, who are sentenced for the first time.
Results from facilitators and learners’ evaluation confirm training units/ programme global quality, adequacy
and efficacy, thus contributing to practices and resources validation among users. We point out:
Facilitators’ satisfaction levels:
•

learners active participation,

•

learners motivation for the teme,

•

adequancy of sessions duration and group size,

•

quality of training methodologies and tools,

•

quality of training contents

Learners’ satisfaction levels:
•

adequate organization of the activity

•

appropriate resources and materials used in activity

•

facilitators performance: trainer correct and polite treatment during activity process, attentiveness to
the needs of the participant, trainer implementing the activity were sufficienty qualified for proper
development of activity

Learners’ self-assessment on skills development/ learning impact:
•

Finding own passion in life

•

Awareness on trust difficulties and problems sharing own ideas
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•

Encouragement of others to think creatively

•

Understanding connected economy

•

Being good networker

•

Recognition of the importance of participating in CCEO programme

•

Networking and effective use of social media

•

Curiosity

•

Creativity

•

Better known of their orn strenghts

•

Become more confident about their future

•

Awareness of creative skills relevance in gaining employment

Training pilots’ evaluation also aimed to collect improvement suggestions among participants, described and
briefly commented in this report, to be shared among CCEO partnership and object of future collective
analyses.
Nevertheless, a global look at all monitoring and evaluation data collected underPanevezys Correction House
Pilots provides some methodological recommendation/lessons learned:
1) Engagement of learning processes agents –facilitators, learners - using suitable methodologies and tools of
monitoring and evaluation that allow the continuous improvement of practices and resources;
2) Flexibility on programme adaptation according to target-groups main features, available time and number
of participants – previous choice on more adjusted dynamics/ exercises from a wide set of training tools.
These conclusions /recommendations are meant to be reflection starting points to be explored and deepen based
on cross-perspective and additional feedback from the whole set of CCEO National Training Pilots.
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APPENDIX I – EVALUATION TOOLS
CCEO TEST - Training Unit Evaluation Questionnaire FACILITATOR
The aim of this questionnaire is to assess facilitators’ satisfaction and improve CCEO Training Units It’s
anonymous and confidential. Every time a facilitator finishes a training unit a different questionnaire
should be filled in

Date: ___/___/______

Number of facilitators involved: ____

1. Please select the training unit you have just facilitated (choose only one)
Who am I, What is my
Passion

Igniting Creativity

Connected Economy Games

Learning to Share & Trust

Social Media

Internal Networking

Blocks to Creativity
Creativity Lab
2. Describe training session and group characteristics according to the following items:
Group size

Duration

Location

Date

Relevant group characteristics

3. Please evaluate training unit/session indicating your satisfaction level in each one of the
following items (X):
Scale:

(1- lowest score) to

(5 - highest score)
1

2

3

4

5

Quality of training contents
Quality of training methodologies and tools
Adequacy of group size
Adequacy of session duration
Learners motivation for the theme(s)
Learners active participation
Global quality
Obs/comments:

4. Suggestions on specific improvements
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Thanks for your cooperation!
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Dear participant:
Please complete this questionnaire which will be evaluated by Insider Access.
Gender of the participant:¨ Male¨ Female
Project: Creativity and the Connected Economy
Trainers: Robert Morrall,
Activity: Session 5
Date:

22nd February 2017

Please evaluate the following aspects:

Very
bad

Bad

Good

Very
good

Do
not
know
, do
not
answ
er

1. Trainers implementing the activity were sufficiently
qualified for the proper development of the activity.
2. Trainers has been attentive to the needs of participants.
3. Trainers has shown a correct and polite treatment.
4.1 The contents covered were appropriate.
4.2 The methodology used was adequate.
4.3 The topics of the activity were useful.
5.1. Resources and materials used were appropriate.
5.2 The place where the activity was delivered was
adequate.
5.3 The organisation of the activity has been adequate.
6. Overall level of quality offered by our organisation.

Explain all that answers that you consider necessary and make any suggestions and proposals for
improvement to help us provide higher quality activities (continue on the other side of the sheet if
necessary):
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CANDIDATE QUESTIONNAIRE
•
•
•
•

These questions are meant to be as open-ended as possible
These questions use as simple language as possible
These questions relate to only one issue at a time
These questions ask for a subjective response, which means there are no right or wrong answers

Name: ______________________________
Date:

Group: _______________

________________________

Answer each question on a scale of 1-10 (1 being the least and 10 being the most)
1. I consider myself creative
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
..................................................................................................................................................................
2. I always consider what impact my actions
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
.................................................................................................................................................................
3. I encourage others to think creatively
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
..................................................................................................................................................................
4. I have problems sharing my ideas
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
..................................................................................................................................................................
5. I find trust difficult
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
..................................................................................................................................................................
6. How important is it to you to be on the Creativity in the Connected Economy Programme?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
..................................................................................................................................................................
7. How motivated do you feel about achieving things in your life?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
..................................................................................................................................................................
8. How happy are you with your employment prospects at the moment?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
..................................................................................................................................................................
9. How confident are you about preparing for a job interview?
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
.................................................................................................................................................................
10. How well do you feel you know your strengths?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
..................................................................................................................................................................
11. How much do you feel you have achieved in life so far?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
.................................................................................................................................................................
12. I consider that I hold back on presenting my ideas
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
................................................................................................................................................................
13. I understand how to use social media to network
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
.................................................................................................................................................................
14. How much are you influenced by others, doing things that you really do not want to do?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
.................................................................................................................................................................
15. How clear are you about what you want to do next?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
..................................................................................................................................................................
16. I have found my work passion in life
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
..................................................................................................................................................................
17. How happy are you about working with other people?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
..................................................................................................................................................................
18. How much do you think that having a criminal record affects your employment prospects?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
..................................................................................................................................................................
19. How confident are you about your future?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
..................................................................................................................................................................
20. I am a good networker
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
..................................................................................................................................................................
21. I am good at problem solving
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
..................................................................................................................................................................
22. I am a curious person
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
..................................................................................................................................................................
23. I like making things
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
..................................................................................................................................................................
24. I understand what the connected economy is
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
..................................................................................................................................................................
25. Do you consider creative skills important in gaining employment?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
..................................................................................................................................................................
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Thinking about the course:
1. Three learning outcomes for you
•
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
•

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

•

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

2. Order the sessions in terms of interest to you, (you can equal score sessions). Use a rating of 1 to 6.
Session 1: Creativity and the connected
economy
Session 2: Social Media
Session 3: Igniting creativity
Session 4: Creativity tool kit
Session 5: Trust and Sharing / Creativity
Lab
Session 6: Negotiation and putting it all
together

3.

Do you think a course like this is of benefit to other individuals in prison?
Definitely not

Yes

Very much so

4. What has been for you a key highlight in the course?

5. What could be improved?
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6. How could a course like this spark more creativity in a prison.

7.

Do you think a course like this will help on resettlement.
Definitely not

8.

Yes

Very much so

Any other comments?

Thank you for you participation in the course!
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APPENDIX II – ADDITIONAL EVALUATION DATA
1ST NATIONAL PILOT DATA
First national pilot global evaluation by facilitator
Facilitators satisfaction level
Global Programme
4,2
Who am I? What is my passion?
4,0
Blocks to Creativity
3,0
Social Media & Positive Connections
4,4
Igniting Creativity
4,5
Creativity Lab
3,8
Learning to Share & Trust
3,7
Connected Economy
4,0
Evaluation scale: 1 – lowest score to 5 – highest score
First national pilot Facilitator satisfaction level

Who am I? What is
my passion?
Blocks to Creativity
Social Media &
Positive
Connections
Igniting Creativity
Creativity Lab
Learning to Share &
Trust
Connected
Economy
Global Programme

Quality
of
training
contents

Quality of
training
methodologies
and tools

Adequacy
of group
size

Adequacy
of session
duration

Learners
motivation
for the
theme(s)

Learners
active
participation

Global
quality

Average

4
5

3
5

5
5

2
5

4
4

4
4

4
5

3,7
4,7

5
5
4

5
5
4

5
5
5

5
5
4

4
4
4

4
4
4

5
5
4

4,7
4,7
4,1

4

4

5

5

3

3

4

4

5
4

5
5

5
5

5
5

4
5

5
5

5
5

4,9
4,9

First national pilot Facilitator suggestions on training programme/units improvements
Suggestions on improvements
Training units
Who am I? What is my
passion?

For the group members “playing” with plasticine bring memories of the childhood, however 3 different
art pieces in three sessions was too long.

Blocks to Creativity

Paper planes dynamic/ exercise didn´t work so well because the group members didn´t understood what
the goal was. However, making paper planes was funny experience.

Social Media & Positive
Connections

The tool worked very well, especially thinking about old telephone and mobile phone using.

Igniting Creativity

It was interesting to watch how the games encourage creativity and make group members smile.

Creativity Lab

Group members were motivated to participate in this tool.

Learning to Share &
Trust

Women find it difficult to share personal experiences, expose their oppinion, however after this „game“
group members feel more comfortable with each other.

Connected economy

For group members it was very interesting exercise with colors.
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First national pilot learners’ satisfaction level - organization, trainers, tools and methodologies and global quality

Learners Satisfaction
Level

Who am
I? What is
Learning to
Social Media
Average
my
Share & Creativity & Positive
Blocks to Igniting
Connected
passion? Creativity Creativity
Trust
Connections
Lab
economy

Trainers implementing the
activity were sufficiently
qualified for proper
development of activity

3,6

3,6

3,9

3,7

3,6

3,8

3,8

3,7

Trainers has been attentive
to the needs of participants

3,4

3,8

3,7

3,7

3,5

4,0

3,8

3,7

Trainers has shown a
correct and polite treatment

3,7

3,9

3,8

3,9

3,9

4,0

3,9

3,9

The contents covered were
appropriate

3,5

3,7

3,8

3,5

3,7

3,8

3,5

3,6

The methodology used was
adequate

3,3

3,7

3,7

3,4

3,6

3,8

3,6

3,6

The topics of the activity
were useful

3,5

3,7

3,5

3,5

3,5

3,8

3,7

3,6

Resources and materials
used were appropriate

3,5

3,7

4,0

3,7

3,8

3,6

3,4

3,7

The place where the
activity was delivered was
adequate

3,5

3,6

3,7

3,8

3,8

3,8

3,8

3,7

The organisation of the
activity has been adequate

3,4

3,6

3,7

3,8

3,9

4,0

3,7

3,7

Overall level of quality
offered by our organisation

3,4

3,7

4,0

3,8

3,5

4,0

3,9

3,8

Evaluation scale: 1 – lowest score to 4 – highest score

First national pilot global evaluation by learners
Learners satisfaction level
Global Programme
Who am I? What is my passion?
Blocks to Creativity
Social Media & Positive Connections
Igniting Creativity
Creativity Lab
Learning to Share & Trust
Connected Economy

4,8
4,2
3,2
4,6
4,5
4,4
4,1
4,3
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First national pilot Learners assessment on programme more and less useful topics and improvements (literal transcriptions)
More useful issues/themes
dynamics/exercises

and

Less useful issues/themes and
dynamics/exercises

Improvements

• Colors and their meanings
• Igniting creativity and practical
exercises
• Creativity lab and practice exercise
• It was interesting to create a poem
• Meeting about the logos and color
meaning
• It wal all interesting
• Social media and networking
• For me was interesting to remember
molding
• It was interesting to think about the
use of smart technology

• Even in the begining some of
creativity exercises seems childish,
but still i like them all
• Everything was interesting and
useful

• I would like more group members, because
it would be interesting to hear more
different oppinions
• More activities, methodology, more than 6
meetings
• Interesting to watch how this programm
works in different countries
• I would include multimedia contents
• I would try to use more equipment
(multimedia), video, sound, slides with
documenteries

2ND NATIONAL PILOT DATA
Second national pilot global evaluation by facilitator
Facilitators satisfaction level
Global Programme
5,0
Creativity and the Connected
economy
5,0
Social Media and Positive
Connections
4,9
Igniting creativity
4,9
Who am I? What is my passion?/
Blocks to Creativity
4,0
Trust and Sharing / Creativity Lab
4,0
Negotiation and putting it all
together
4,0
Evaluation scale: 1 – lowest score to 5 – highest score
Second national pilot Facilitator satisfaction level
Quality
of
training
contents

Quality of
training
methodologies
and tools

Adequacy
of group
size

Adequacy
of session
duration

Learners
motivation
for the
theme(s)

Learners
active
participation

Global
quality

Creativity and the
Connected economy

5,0

5,0

5,0

5,0

4,0

5,0

5,0

Social Media and
Positive Connections

5,0

5,0

5,0

5,0

5,0

5,0

5,0

5,0

5,0

5,0

5,0

5,0

5,0

5,0

5,0

4,0

5,0

5,0

4,0

4,0

5,0

5,0

5,0

5,0

5,0

4,0

4,0

5,0

5,0

5,0

5,0

5,0

5,0

4,0

5,0

Igniting creativity
Who am I? What is my
passion?/ Blocks to
Creativity
Trust and Sharing /
Creativity Lab
Negotiation and putting
it all together

Facilitator suggestions on training programme/units improvements
Suggestions on improvements
Training units
Creativity and the
Learners were interested about stamps/brands used colours mean; we have great of discussion about
Connected economy
Lithuania popular brands and their possible meanings.
Social Media and Positive
The tool worked very well, especially thinking about old telephone and mobile phone using. Still not all
Connections
information about social media was used, therefore we didn‘t play charades.
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Igniting creativity
Who am I? What is my
passion?/ Blocks to
Creativity
Trust and Sharing /
Creativity Lab
Negotiation and putting it
all together

The tool led to a more self-confident, helped learner to feel more creative. Learners were motivated to
participate in this activity, even were happy to create a poem.
To this tool we also include activity with plasticine, because for first learners group work with plasticine
succed very well, the second time was also successful.
It was difficult to carry out all the tasks within 2.5 h, we spent more time for Trust and Sharing than
making all practical exercises from Creativity Lab. Learners felt comfortable talking about different
topics.
Learners were motivated talking about negotiation, were discussing about positice conflict resolutions.

Second national pilot global evaluation by learners
Learners satisfaction level
Global Programme
Creativity and the Connected
economy
Social Media and Positive
Connections
Igniting creativity
Who am I? What is my passion?/
Blocks to Creativity
Trust and Sharing / Creativity Lab
Negotiation and putting it all together

5,0
4,9
5,0
4,9
4,0
4,0
5,0

Learners’ satisfaction level - organization, trainers, tools and methodologies and global quality
Who am
Leaning
I? What
to Share
is my
Social
&
Igniting
Connected
passion?/
Media &
Learners Satisfaction Level
creativity Trust/
economy
Blocks to
Positive
Creativit
Creativit
Connections
y Lab
y
Trainers
implementing
the
activity
were
sufficiently
3,0
4,2
4,0
3,8
4,8
qualified
for
the
proper
development of the activity.
Trainers has been attentive to the
5,0
5,0
5,0
5,0
5,0
needs of participants.
Trainers has shown a correct and
5,0
5,0
4,0
4,0
5,0
polite treatment.
The contents covered were
4,0
4,0
3,0
3,5
4,0
appropriate.
The methodology used was
4,0
4,0
4,0
3,0
4,3
adequate.
The topics of the activity were
5,0
4,0
4,0
4,0
5,0
useful.
Resources and materials used
4,0
4,0
5,0
4,0
3,0
were appropriate.
The place where the activity was
3,0
3,0
4,0
4,0
3,5
delivered was adequate.
The organisation of the activity
4,0
3,0
4,0
4,0
3,3
has been adequate.
Overall level of quality offered
4,0
5,0
5,0
4,0
4,0
by our organisation.

Negotiati
on and
putting it
all
together

Averag
e

4,0

3,9

5,0

5,0

5,0

4,6

4,0

3,7

3,0

3,6

5,0

4,4

5,0

4,1

3,0

3,5

4,0

3,8

5,0

4,4

Learners assessment on programme more and less useful topics and improvements (literal transcriptions)
More
useful
issues/themes
dynamics/exercises

and

Less useful issues/themes
dynamics/exercises

and

Improvements
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•

•
•

•
•

•

opportunity to express talents, listen
to the opinions of others, increasing
confidence, there is less doubt about
what you are doing
For me Igniting creativity was most
interesting
It was interesting to talk about
Social media, work with plasticine,
useful to increase self-confidence,
negotiation
While working in group for me was
useful to listen to the opinion of
others
You learn how to look at the
mundane things creatively;
participating in programme
promotes to reach the goals, to
create;
Most useful Social media and
Learning to share and trust

• All were useful;
• Nothing to say about less useful
issues

• have several sessions per week
(longer programme);
• Bigger group
• More exercises about
communication;
• Have possibility to use internet or to
learn how to find information;
• Maybe more information about labor
market;
• More learners in the group
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1. Introduction
The project Creativity, the Connected Economy and Offenders – CCEO, funded by Erasmus+ (2015-2017),
brings together a group of European partners working in the criminal justice system - Pictora, LTD (UK) coordinator; Associação Humanidades (PT), Panevezio Correction House (LT) and RIA - Resocializacijas un
Integracijas Asociacija (LV), that are passionate about exploring new approaches to support offenders in
resettlement and to reduce the likelihood of reoffending, inputting a special skill set to the project1.
CCEO aims to develop, test and mainstream across the EU, innovative new learning methodologies,
approaches, tools/materials to support offenders/ex-offenders/individuals at risk of offending use
creativity to access the Connected Economy.
Training methodologies/ materials/ tools developed by the partnership are tested with offenders/ exoffenders/ people at risk of offending under National Training Pilots across all partner countries in order
to evaluate their quality, adequacy and efficacy and also collect improvement feedback among
participants.
The purpose of this report is to present the results of Training Pilots run in the UK by Pictora, in
July/August 2016 and February/March 2017.
Prepared by Pictora evaluation member staff, responsible for data collection, processing and analysis, the
report includes a brief overview on training pilots implementation framework – context and participants
profile; training programme reference basis and adaptation; training pilots evaluation model - tools and
methodologies and main evaluation results, followed by concluding notes and recommendations.

1

Pictora is an innovative 'not for profit' Social Enterprise, bringing the therapeutic value of offender art together with the
practical creativity of entrepreneurship and business enterprise skills, in order to support offenders in prison, "Through the Gate",
and back into society. Pictora is reducing reoffending by engagement in arts and entrepreneurship through social enterprise.
Associação Humanidades is a private, non for profit organisation aimed at social inclusion of disadvantaged groups, mainly
youngsters and children. Develops an integrated approach to social problems based on innovative and flexible methodologies
that promote empowerment of agents and learning facilities and resources that support educational and sociocultural activities
contributing to the promotion of quality of life, equality of opportunities and equity between individuals and territories. The
Panevezys Correction House is the only of Lithuania’s 11 penal institutions enforcing custodial sentences imposed on female
offenders. At present, an average of 300 inmates serve their term here, including women raising their children under the age of
three years in the Mothers and babies unit. Educational opportunities and social rehabilitation programmes are being provided in
the institution in order to help inmates to better prepare for life after release. Resocialization and Integration Association (RIA) is
a Christian fellowship organisation dealing with ex-offenders through its community centres. RIA is an umbrella organisation for
five independent charity organisations which provide support for people in crisis situation, mainly ex-offenders, former inmates,
persons suffering from various addictions (alcohol, drugs, gambling), homeless persons and any other kind of marginalized
individuals whom cannot adopt into regular social life. RIA through its member organisations provides everyday support to these
persons and by various tools, to help them reintegrate back into social life and labour market. Currently altogether the RIA
member organisations provide everyday support to approximately 150 – 200 persons per day, giving them overnight
accommodation possibilities, food and training opportunities. All these activities are purely financed by donations and individual
projects.
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2. National Training Pilots
Pictora ran 2 pilot projects in HMP The Mount Prison.

2.1. Implementation framework
Both pilots were run in HMP The Mount Prison, which is a Category C Training prison built on the outskirts
of Bovingdon village, Hertfordshire.
Following a large new build project, the prison now has a population of over 1000 prisoners. It is a hybrid
training and resettlement prison, catering for a number of prisoners in the last six months of their
sentence who are residents of Hertfordshire and surrounding areas.

National
Pilots

Where

When

For how long

With whom

1

HMP The Mount

11th, 25th July 2016
8th, 15th, 22nd,
August 2016
20th September
2016

6 days @ 2.15 hrs
a session = 13hrs
30 mins

13 learners
1 trainer

2

HMP The Mount

25th January 2017
1st, 8th, 15th, 22nd,
February 2017
1st March 2017

6 days @ 3 hrs a
session = 18hrs

10 learners
1 trainer

"The European Commission support for the production of this publication does not constitute an
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Learners’ features
For both pilots, the programme was advertised on the prison wings by way of A4 posters and prisoners
applied to participate in the pilots. On each occasion prisoner participation had to be accepted by the
prison activities team and had to fit into the prison regime.
Each pilot included a mix of prisoners including Lifers, IPP’s (prisoners held indefinitely as ‘imprisonment
for public protection’) and those on both short and long-term sentences. Some prisoners were near their
release date or near to moving to a Cat D Open Prison, others still had several years to complete in prison.
Academically both pilot groups were diverse with some prisoners being non-traditional learners with poor
literacy levels and other being very academically competent.
Age wise the groups varied form early 20’s to late 50’s. Ethnically the groups were also diverse with
learners born in a range of countries including, UK, Singapore, Pakistan, India, Nigeria, Albania, Brazil and
Sweden.

Trainers’ skills/experience
Both national training pilots were run by the training director of Pictora, who is qualified with a Certificate
of Education, NVQ Assessor awards D32/D33, Masters Degree in Business Administration and is a parttime university lecturer in entrepreneurship and innovation.
The trainer has worked with disadvantaged groups since 1995 and delivered prison training since 2002 in
17 prisons across the UK.
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Programme
training units

Session Aim

Learning Outcomes
Expected

Differentiated

Time
(hours)

Connected
Economy
(UNITED
KINGDOM)

Introduction to programme:
Initial course paper work
Introduction to the concept
of creativity: What do we
mean by the word creativity?
Issues that creativity may
raise for the individual
Introduction to the concept
of a connected economy:
How the industrial age is
changing to a connected
economy; Issues that the
connected economy creates
for the individual
Awareness of how things are
connected: Becoming more
aware of what we see/what
may mean; How colour can
be used to improve
connections

-Curiosity
-Awareness of connections in the modern world
-Awareness on the tools of subliminal communication
-Awareness of how through connection awareness new connections, sales can
be achieved
-Use of connections to increase social capital
-Personal empowerment
-Team working

-Critical thinking
-Interactive discussion
-Team work
-Personal reflection

2,5h

Social Media &
Positive
Connections
(PORTUGAL)

Awareness on social media
opportunities to establish
positive connections for
personal, social and
professional development

-Knowledge of ICT tools role in everyday contexts to promote motivating and
engaging interaction that benefits everyone
-Knowledge on the main tools to exchange information, communicate and
participate in collaborative networks via Internet
-Knowledge on the advantages of safe use/ using confidently and critically
Information and Communication Technologies (ICT)/ Social Media for work,
leisure and communication
-Knowledge on the impact of Social Media in the connected economy/ society

A critical and reflective attitude towards available
information
Identifying the right ICT tool and using it for one’s own
goals
Self-control and responsible use of the interactive media
An interest in engaging in communities and networks for
cultural, social and/or professional purposes
Curiosity, openness to change

2,5h

Igniting
Creativity
(LITHUANIA)

To encourage individuals to
expand their mind and
explore their creativity; To
help individuals build

-Participants have their creative thinking fired up
-Participants are better prepared to conjure their creative ideas to solve their
problems

-Self-reflection
-Team working
-Creative thinking techniques - Curiosity

"The European Commission support for the production of this publication does not constitute an
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2,5h

confidence in their abilities
and to challenge their
“learned helplessness”.

-Participants develop their creative thinking skills: ability to generate new
ideas, analyse problem situations independently, use various creative thinking
techniques, search for the information, analyse and assess it critically, and
interact and cooperate within a group/team

Blocks to
Creativity
(PORTUGAL)

Awareness on creativity
blocks: - Discover blocks to
creativity -Challenge
attitudes and perceptions
around creativity -Selfawareness

-Understand the importance of attitudes, perceptions and myths around
creativity
-Identify blocks to creativity
-Identify environmental/cultural/perceptual/emotional blocks to creativity
-Understand and identify differences between creativity and dishonesty Challenging Blocks to creativity

-Self-reflection
-Self-knowledge
-Increase awareness on the importance of
communication Team working

2,5h

Creativity Lab
(LITHUANIA)

To encourage group
members to share their
creative or business
problems/challenges with
the group; To engage the
group in creative problem
solving through discussion
and practical exercises; To
work out potential
solutions to
problems/challenges
raised

-Participants increase their abilities to generate ideas
-Participants know how to overcome obstacles to creative thinking and
problem solving
-Participants increase their capacity to develop solutions
-Participants realise the benefits of networking for developing potential
solutions

-Critical/ reflective attitude towards available information
-Team working
-Curiosity, openness to change
-Awareness of networking for developing potential
solutions

2.5

Learning to
Share & Trust
(LATVIA)

Introduction to programme,
tool and concepts of
creativity and connected
economy: What do we mean
by the word creativity, it
forms?; Promoting mutual
trust, self-learning,
openness,; Discovering

-Understand how creativity is linked to game curiosity and improves problem
solving skills
-Identified how organisations make subliminal connections through them
game
-Identify and understand how different type peoples can be used to convey
differing messages and connections
-Coaching principles in this game, its impact on the results

-Curiosity -Game fulfilling activity, can provide benefits to
emotional life
-Awareness information of connections in our world Awareness on the tools of subliminal communication Awareness of how through connection awareness
new connections, sales can be achieved
-Use of connections to increase social capital - Personal
empowerment in the Game

2.5
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creative potential,
discovering talents, abilities;
Developing communication
skills, cooperation with
others, empathy, selfdevelopment
Cooperation with others that
the connected economy
creates for the individual;
Awareness of how things are
connected Becoming more
aware of what we see and
what it may mean; To
facilitate the identification of
existing knowledge and in the
acquisition of new
knowledge How discovering
talents can be used to
improve connections, people
who usually are not with high
sense of responsibility

Negotiation
(UNITED
KINGDOM)

Introduction to Negotiation:
Why is negotiation
important?; Positive
connections through positive
negotiation skills Approaches
for negotiation:
Understanding conflict;
Practical approaches to
negotiation; Positive
negotiation behaviours;
Negative negotiation
behaviours; Dealing with
difficult situations
Practice, reflect and learn:
Overcoming inhibition in

- Learning pyramid (learning by doing) - Group work
methods

-Understand how positive negotiation can create positive connections
-Understand conflict: positional bargaining
-Develop 4 practical approaches to negotiation
-Recognise positive behaviours used by negotiators
-Recognise negative behaviours in negotiation
-Understand how to deal with difficult negotiation situations
-Overcome inhibition in negotiating
-Recognise the impact of emotions and feelings in negotiation

-Curiosity
-Awareness of connections in the modern world
-Awareness on the tools of subliminal communication
-Awareness of how through connection awareness new
connections, sales can be achieved
-Use of connections to increase social capital
-Personal empowerment
-Team working

2.5

8
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negotiating; Reflection
approaches

Who am I?
What is my
passion?
(LATVIA)

Art therapy and clay effect
that creativity may raise for
the individual; The clay is
useful material for those who
find it difficult to express in
words own feelings, emotions
and thoughts; The clay is
perfect material to absorb
strong emotions, including
aggression; Promoting
mutual trust, self-learning,
openness; Discovering
creative potential,
discovering talents, abilities;
Developing communication
skills, cooperation with
others, empathy, selfdevelopment
Cooperation with others that
the connected economy
creates for the
individual; Awareness of
how things are
connected; Becoming more
aware of what we see and
what it may mean

-Understand the importance of creativity in its broadest sense in the modern
world
-Understand how creativity is linked to curiosity and improves problem
solving skills
-Identify how organisations make subliminal connections through them
Logos
-Identify and understand how different type fonts can be used to convey
differing messages and connections
-Identifying his activities with clay, it is important to understand, that every
person is free from the very beginning, even being locked behind the bars
-In clay work to make the intention come true, your heart must be clean. It
needs to be cleaned from malevolence, greediness, haughtiness, jealousy,
resentment and condemnation.

-Curiosity
-Fun and fulfilling activity, can provide benefits to
emotional life
-Awareness of connections in the modern world
-Awareness on the tools of subliminal communication
-Awareness of how through connection awareness new
connections, sales can be achieved
-Use of connections to increase social capital
-Personal empowerment
-Clay like water and sand has a natural appeal. Clay is
wonderful

2.5
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•

Programme adaptation to context/ learners
The two National Pilots run by Pictora in HMP The Mount with adult male prisoners, didn’t include all the training units previously presented
and neither all the proposed dynamics/exercises in the training units, due to:
• The use of materials required for the training unit not suitable for use in a UK prison, due to security implications
• The training materials not suited for an adult male group.
• Two training tools where delivered in a shared session to meet better the needs of prisoners

•

National training pilot: main feature of CCEO tools tests run in the United Kingdom
Both National Pilots run in HMP The Mount (2016 and 2017) followed the same format, with the 2017 pilot having an additional 45minutes
for delivery as a result of prison regime changes.
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First Pilot group in HMP The Mount
Training units

Session aim*

Main activities developed*

Connected Economy

Introduction to the concept of
creativity and connected economy;
awareness of how things are
connected, exploring different
meanings and shared perceptions
to improve connections

Completion of participant questionnaire (Wheel of Life);
application form.

Duration (h)

Participants (nr)
Learners

Trainers

2h15

12

1

2h15

9

1

2h15

9

1

Introduction to the programme. Interactive session using all
materials in the training tool workbook.
Prisoners started to develop their skill at “seeing things in a
different light” and understanding how they are influenced by
connections. These connections can be visual, type font or colour.
Training unit evaluation questionnaire.

Social Media & Positive Connections

Awareness on social media
opportunities to establish positive
connections for personal, social and
professional development

ICT impact on modern society. Group debate around the
importance of communication through social networks. Group
discussion questions: What types of social networking sites/ social
media are there? What they are for? How do they work? Who is
using it? And you, you use it? With what goals? Answers given by
young people written on stage paper and later debated. QUIZ- In
general, the answers were identical.
Training unit evaluation questionnaire.
Global evaluation very positive, with many prisoners learning that
they did not know as much as they thought about social media
and its value in business

Igniting Creativity

Encouragement of individuals to

The trainer used a range of activities from the training tool.
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Creativity Lab

Learning to Share & Trust
Blocks to Creativity

expand their mind and explore their
creativity; support individuals build
confidence in their abilities and
challenge “learned helplessness”

Excellent interaction was achieved including the exercise sharing a
drawing space.

Encouragement of group members
to share their creative or business
problems/challenges with the
group; engagement of the group in
creative problem solving and
development of potential solutions
to problems/challenges

An extremely positive session with prisoners exploring some of
their groups own business ideas

Promotion of mutual trust, selflearning, openness; discovery of
creative potential, exploring
talents, abilities, self- development;
identification of existing knowledge
and acquisition of new knowledge;
development of communication
skills, empathy, responsibility and
cooperation with others
Discovery of blocks to creativity,
challenge of attitudes and
perceptions around creativity, selfawareness

Negotiation

An introduction to Negotiation,
developing negotiation skills and
behaviours. Allowing learners the
opportunity to reflect on their
negotiation behaviours in the past
and how these can be improved in
the future to support their
resettlement and business ideas.

Training unit evaluation questionnaire.
2h15

8

1

This session contained 2 tools.

1h45

10

1

Learning to Share and Trust was run as a board game with a dice,
Covering the following topic areas, which were considered most
appropriate with the group of prisoners:
Creativity; Emotions; Responsibility; Relationship.
During the session, prisoners opened up and sometimes were
extremely honest with their comments

30 mins

7

1

For several prisoners it was an opportunity to learn from others
expertise and creativity.
Training unit evaluation questionnaire.

Blocks to creativity was the weaker of the two sessions, and kept
short, mainly as the prisoners were already showing high levels of
creativity.
Training unit evaluation questionnaire.
An interactive session using all the tools provided in the training
tool module.

2h15

Prisoners picked up on some key mistakes and issues they had
encountered in the past.
Training unit evaluation questionnaire.
Final Wheel of life evaluation
End of programme questionaire

*Description of training session aim and activities developed
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Second Pilot group in HMP The Mount
Training units

Session aim*

Main activities developed*

Connected Economy

Introduction to the concept of
creativity and connected economy;
awareness of how things are
connected, exploring different
meanings and shared perceptions
to improve connections

Completion of participant questionnaire (Wheel of Life);
application form.

Duration (h)

Participants (nr)
Learners
Trainers

3hr

9

1
1
observer

3hr

8

1
1
Observer

Introduction to the programme. Interactive session using all
materials in the training tool workbook.
Prisoners started to develop their skill at “seeing things in a
different light” and understanding how they are influenced by
connections. These connections can be visual, type font or colour.
The same impact as per pilot 1
Training unit evaluation questionnaire.

Social Media & Positive Connections

Awareness on social media
opportunities to establish positive
connections for personal, social and
professional development

ICT impact on modern society. Group debate around the
importance of communication through social networks. Group
discussion questions: What types of social networking sites/ social
media are there? What they are for? How do they work? Who is
using it? And you, you use it? With what goals? Answers given by
young people written on stage paper and later debated. QUIZ- In
general, the answers were identical.
Training unit evaluation questionnaire.
Global evaluation very positive, with many prisoners learning that
they did not know as much as they thought about social media
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and its value in business.
An interactive session that opened prisoner eyes to the potential
of using social media to develop their business ideas.
Igniting Creativity

Creativity Lab

Encouragement of individuals to
expand their mind and explore their
creativity; support individuals build
confidence in their abilities and
challenge “learned helplessness”

The trainer used a range of activities from the training tool.

Encouragement of group members
to share their creative or business
problems/challenges with the
group; engagement of the group in
creative problem solving and
development of potential solutions
to problems/challenges

As per pilot 1 this was an extremely positive session with prisoners
exploring some of their groups own business ideas

3hr

7

1

3h

7

1

2h
30 mins

6

2

Excellent interaction was achieved including the exercise sharing a
drawing space.
Training unit evaluation questionnaire.

For several prisoners it was an opportunity to learn from others
expertise and creativity.
Following this session several prisoners asked for 1:1 mentoring
support to develop their business ideas further.

Training unit evaluation questionnaire.
Learning to Share & Trust
Blocks to Creativity

Promotion of mutual trust, selflearning, openness; discovery of
creative potential, exploring
talents, abilities, self- development;
identification of existing knowledge
and acquisition of new knowledge;
development of communication
skills, empathy, responsibility and
cooperation with others
Discovery of blocks to creativity,
challenge of attitudes and

This session contained 2 tools.
Learning to Share and Trust was run as a board game with a dice,
Covering the following topic areas, which were considered most
appropriate with the group of prisoners:
Creativity; Emotions; Responsibility; Relationship.
During the session, prisoners opened up and sometimes were
extremely honest with their comments
As per pilot 1 the Learning to Share and Trust helped the group to
open up and created at times some interesting discussion around
their thoughts and feelings.
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perceptions around creativity, selfawareness

Blocks to creativity was again the weaker of the two sessions, and
kept short, mainly as the prisoners were already showing high
levels of creativity.
Training unit evaluation questionnaire.

Negotiation

An introduction to Negotiation,
developing negotiation skills and
behaviours. Allowing learners the
opportunity to reflect on their
negotiation behaviours in the past
and how these can be improved in
the future to support their
resettlement and business ideas.

As per pilot 1 this was an interactive session using all the tools
provided in the training tool module.

3h

10

1

Prisoners picked up on some key mistakes and issues they had
encountered in the past.
Training unit evaluation questionnaire.
Final Wheel of life evaluation
End of programme questionnaire

*Description of training session aim and activities developed
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2.2. Monitoring & Evaluation
•

Training pilots evaluation model - main features of evaluation tools and methodologies

CCEO training pilots run by Pictora were evaluated by both trainers/ facilitators and trainees/
prisoner learners, including quantitative and qualitative feedback on training units/ programme
quality, adequacy and impact.
Brief summary on facilitators and learner’s evaluation focus - dimensions, indicators and
questions
Evaluation dimensions
Organisation

Focus of Evaluation Model
TRAINERS assessment focused on

LEARNERS assessment focused on

Groups size
Sessions duration

Sessions duration
Sessions structure

Trainer(s)/ facilitators

Trainers performance
Communication clearness
Doubts/questions feedback

Trainees/ learners

Learners motivation for the theme(s)
Learners active participation

Tools & Methodologies

Training methodologies and tools
Training contents

Engaging material
Group interaction
Depth of thinking

Training units/
programme overall
quality

Session global quality

Overall session assessment
Overall training programme assessment
Identification of most useful issues/ themes and
dynamics/ exercises

Improvements

Training units improvements

Training units improvements
Training programme improvements

Learning impact

Life skills development in project key areas

Different tools were used in specific timings for collecting quantitative and qualitative feedback
among training pilots participants, according to specific evaluation objectives:
1) Training units/ programme quality and adequacy were assessed through evaluation
questionnaires filled in by the trainer and learners after concluding training sessions
(Training Session Evaluation Questionnaire – TRAINER) and training programme (CCEO –
Training session Evaluation Questionnaire LEARNER) in order to collect specific feedback on
organisational issues, participants performance, tools and methodologies, training unit
global assessment and improvements;
2) Training programme impact on learners skills development was assessed through CCEO
Wheel of Life questionnaire filled in by learners in the beginning and end of the programme

"The European Commission support for the production of this publication does not constitute an endorsement of the contents which reflects the views
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Brief summary on Pictora’s training pilots’ evaluation activities

Who?
Trainer(s)/
Facilitators

Trainees/
Learners

What?

How?

When?

Training units

Training session Evaluation
Questionnaire - FACILITATOR

End of training
unit

Training session Evaluation
Questionnaire - LEARNER
Training
programme

Training Programme
Evaluation Questionnaire

End of training
Sessions

Skills
development/
learning impact

Wheel of Life skills selfassessment

Beginning of the
programme
End of the
programme

Feedback?
12 questionnaires
Quantitative
& qualitative
assessments

48 questionnaires
55 questionnaires
14 questionnaires

Quantitative
assessment

"The European Commission support for the production of this publication does not constitute an
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2.3. Evaluation results
2.3.1. HMP The Mount – Prison pilots 1 and 2

As we have seen previously, evaluation tools have two main specific focuses: 1) training units/ programme
quality and adequacy assessment and 2) learning impact assessment/ learners skills development.

•

Training units/ programme quality and adequacy

The study sample on training units and programme quality and adequacy includes feedback from all
participants – facilitators and learners - with a response rate of 100%.

- Trainers assessment
The trainer that ran the pilots in HMP The Mount did an evaluation form for each training
session, making a total of 6 evaluation questionnaires for each pilot = 12 questionnaires (N=12,
response rate 100%).
Quantitative evaluation results from facilitators’ assessment, based on an evaluation scale from 1
– lowest score up to 5 – highest score, show the global high quality of the training programme.

"The European Commission support for the production of this publication does not constitute an endorsement of the contents which reflects the
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Graphic 1 – HMP The Mount training pilots (2) global evaluation by facilitators

Evaluation Scale: 1 - lowest score to 5 – highest score

Trainer presented high satisfaction levels with training modules, bocks to creativity being the
exception to the rule.
Graphic 2 - Facilitators satisfaction level – organization, learners, tools and methodologies and
global quality

Evaluation Scale: 1 - lowest score to 5 – highest score
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Following training pilots objectives and despite evaluation positive results, facilitators left some
clues on future improvement focused on training contents/ methodologies adequacy to targetgroups:
Trainers suggestions on training programme / module improvements
Session 1

Connected Economy

This training tool works well with the learners
having the work book to take away. More
examples of differing type fonts could be added
together with more examples of messages hidden
in logos.

Session 2

Social Media & Positive
Connections

This training tool would benefit from a learner
workbook that learners can take away at the end
of the session.

Session 3

Igniting Creativity

Session works well with adult male group.

Session 4

Creativity Lab

Works well with prisoners

Session 5

Learning to Share & Trust
Blocks to Creativity

Learning to Share and Trust works well as a dice
based game and questions need to be edited
according to the learner group.

Session 6

Negotiation

Support materials given to learners need to be
slightly less academic.

Learners’ assessment

Learners filled in an anonymous evaluation questionnaire after each of the of training sessions.
Not all learners participated in all training sessions due to prison regime issues.
A total of 102 evaluation questionnaires were collected (N=102, response rate – 100%)
Global average results highlight trainers’ performance, content delivered and the methodology of
delivery, resources, place of delivery and overall organisation.

"The European Commission support for the production of this publication does not constitute an
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The prisoner(learner) feedback follows a similar pattern with both pilot groups in HMP The
Mount, with high levels of satisfaction on the programme and its contents.
The only negative is ‘the place where the activity is delivered’, which is understandable
considering that the learners are in prison!
Prisoners were asked to give their qualative feedback on each session and their comments are
summarised below:
Session
Connected Economy

Social Media &
Positive Connections

Positive comments
A very interesting first session
A fantastic session that was very
interesting

•

Would help to have a desk to write
on

•

Very good, I really enjoyed
everything on it. Great
information and course
Lots of fun but backed up with
relevant info and real statistics
Another excellent and highly
informative session

•

Having sessions closer together

Perfect
Excellent session in which
creativity was unleashed
Loved the session; informative,
interesting and definitely
creative.

•

Very happy, opened my mind to
opening a company
It was a very good interactive
session

•

Need to probe date when ideas are
created
Only downside is that the session
didn’t last all day
Very interesting but it was a little
random; too much content without
a clear purpose
All good, but very short, only once a
week

•
•

Igniting Creativity

•
•
•

Creativity Lab

Improvements

•
•

•
•

•
•

•

Learning to Share &
Trust
Blocks to Creativity

•
•

Another excellent session
Really makes you look at being
creative and thinking outside the
box

•

Use of a smart board

Negotiation

•

Outstanding course that was
informative, interesting and
delivered in an amazing way

•

Sometimes a lack of connectivity
between modules
Only downside is that it is over!
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Prisoners were also asked to complete an end of course reflection, the feedback of which is
summarised below:
Three learning outcomes for you?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Start to think beyond the box
Learn more on creativity
Think and absorb exercise’s set-in class
Wider understanding
There are no constraints when being creative
Motivation
Creative thinking
Thinking outside the box
Thoughts about own skills
Sharing ideas openly
Respect of ideas from others
Be true and optimistic
Importance of creativity
Importance of thinking things through
Importance of team work
Importance of networking
Positivity – If you think you can – you can
Ability to look at my creative processes
Ignite my passion for creativity
Opening my mind
Using social media
Trusting others
How the world is a connected economy
Help me to be more confident about the future
Understand problem solving
Making a business idea
Being aware of negotiation technics
Helped me to speak and share experiences
Discussion of networks
To use and know some websites/resources

Do you think a course like this is of benefit to other individuals in prison?
94% Very much so
6% Yes
0% Definitely not

"The European Commission support for the production of this publication does not constitute an
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What has been for you a key highlight in the course?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Thoroughly enjoyed the group exercises especially session 4
The group discussions
Social media and group discussions
Power of social media as a marketing tool
Good interaction between team members and teacher
Proving my self-confidence is justified
All of it: Highly informative and delivered with passion
The use of social media
The use of business ideas and looking at them form various points
How difficult situations can spark a whole creative side
Understanding the bigger picture and how other people perceive things
Problem solving
The 5 whys and a how tool
The fact that you can use social media which is free to connect and advance business

What could be improved?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

More time. Whole day instead of half day
More students, longer courses
Refreshments
More time
Sharper ending of the course as a clear conclusion of where creativity and connectivity leaves us doing forward
Less times between session improves continuity
Nothing

•
•
•
•
•

Smart board
More detail about UK internet instead of world wide
Talk more of successful ideas and people, highlighting the importance of perserverance.
More days, more courses
Access to the internet

How could a course like this spark more creativity in a prison?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

It would definitely encourage prisoners to think ‘beyond the box’
Motivate them to do something
Helps develop people’s creativity skills and help decide where to go on release
Spread it using examples
Just be being there
Improves prisoner’s confidence in life post prison
By looking at creative processing and encouraging learners to be creative
Eliciting prisoner potential and perpetuating it
More of these types of course
Can inspire prisoners to engage with a business idea and use time purposefully
Makes you think, use you head, put your business venture into practice
By inspiring individuals in positive ways. Pointing out that rigid thinking and negativity has an opposite and bouncing
back from a fall can be fun and life changing if you make it
Many people in prison have low esteem. A course like this makes them believe in themselves more
Making it a course that prisoners should do to open their eyes to thinking outside the box, which would help reduce
re-offending
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Do you think a course like this will help on resettlement?
71% Very much so
29% Yes
0% Definitely not

Any other comments?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Very well presented and the course contents were excellent
Very enjoyable and pleasant course
Really enjoyed the course
Keep reviewing and improving
Great course, well presented and very useful
Fantastic course
Good course, good tutor
I would like to see this course extended to more classes
I do think this is a very good course. I had my eyes opened to how important social media is to business and how you
can use social media to move forward in life

"The European Commission support for the production of this publication does not constitute an
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2.3.2. Learning impact/ learner’s skills development
Training pilot evaluation was also focused on efficacy assessment, aiming to measure the impact
of the programme on learner’s skills development.
Learners were asked to fill in self-evaluation tool - wheel of life questionnaire – for skills
quantitative assessment (intensity scale from 1 to 10) in the beginning and end of the training
pilot, allowing subsequent measurement of distance travelled along the learning path.
The programme was designed to meet the needs of the prison regime and therefore each session
was delivered as a stand-alone session. Not all learners were, due to the prison regime, able to
attend all sessions, therefore the following analysis is based on only those learners who
completed every session.
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3. Conclusions & Recommendations

This report is aimed to capture and explore the evaluation data collected during the two training
pilots at HMP The Mount in the UK.
Participating in the training pilots were a diverse group of prisoners, some with good literacy
skills but for others literacy was a big issue. Participant cultural and nationality background were
also very varied.
What this National Training Report highlights is that the CCEO programme (tools and learning
materials) can engage and develop learners with differing backgrounds and educational levels.
In the UK it would be advantageous if this programme could be formalised with a nationally
recognised qualification or award from a national awarding body. This would also act as a
motivator for prisoners and could link seamlessly to employability route ways.
Having ignited the creativity of a prisoner and created a interest area (a passion), the next steps
should be to link this to a through the gate mentoring provision, which could be the start of
developing more fully the prisoners social capital.
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Appendix I - Evaluation tools
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CANDIDATE QUESTIONNAIRE
•
•
•
•

These questions are meant to be as open-ended as possible
These questions use as simple language as possible
These questions relate to only one issue at a time
These questions ask for a subjective response, which means there are no right or wrong answers

Name: ______________________________
Date:

Group: _______________

________________________

Answer each question on a scale of 1-10 (1 being the least and 10 being the most)
1. I consider myself creative
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
..................................................................................................................................................................
2. I always consider what impact my actions
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
.................................................................................................................................................................
3. I encourage others to think creatively
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
..................................................................................................................................................................
4. I have problems sharing my ideas
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
..................................................................................................................................................................
5. I find trust difficult
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
..................................................................................................................................................................
6. How important is it to you to be on the Creativity in the Connected Economy Programme?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
..................................................................................................................................................................
7. How motivated do you feel about achieving things in your life?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
..................................................................................................................................................................
8. How happy are you with your employment prospects at the moment?
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
29

..................................................................................................................................................................
9. How confident are you about preparing for a job interview?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
.................................................................................................................................................................
10. How well do you feel you know your strengths?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
..................................................................................................................................................................
11. How much do you feel you have achieved in life so far?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
.................................................................................................................................................................
12. I consider that I hold back on presenting my ideas
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
................................................................................................................................................................
13. I understand how to use social media to network
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
.................................................................................................................................................................
14. How much are you influenced by others, doing things that you really do not want to do?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
.................................................................................................................................................................
15. How clear are you about what you want to do next?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
..................................................................................................................................................................
16. I have found my work passion in life
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
..................................................................................................................................................................
17. How happy are you about working with other people?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
..................................................................................................................................................................
18. How much do you think that having a criminal record affects your employment prospects?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
..................................................................................................................................................................
19. How confident are you about your future?
30

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
..................................................................................................................................................................
20. I am a good networker
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
..................................................................................................................................................................
21. I am good at problem solving
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
..................................................................................................................................................................
22. I am a curious person
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
..................................................................................................................................................................
23. I like making things
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
..................................................................................................................................................................
24. I understand what the connected economy is
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
..................................................................................................................................................................
25. Do you consider creative skills important in gaining employment?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
..................................................................................................................................................................
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Dear participant:
Please complete this questionnaire which will be evaluated by Insider Access.
Gender of the participant:¨ Male¨ Female
Project: Creativity and the Connected Economy
Trainers: Robert Morrall,
Activity: Session 5
Date:

22nd February 2017

Please evaluate the following aspects:

Very
bad

Bad

Good

Very
good

Do
not
know
, do
not
answ
er

1. Trainers implementing the activity were sufficiently
qualified for the proper development of the activity.
2. Trainers has been attentive to the needs of participants.
3. Trainers has shown a correct and polite treatment.
4.1 The contents covered were appropriate.
4.2 The methodology used was adequate.
4.3 The topics of the activity were useful.
5.1. Resources and materials used were appropriate.
5.2 The place where the activity was delivered was
adequate.
5.3 The organisation of the activity has been adequate.
6. Overall level of quality offered by our organisation.

Explain all that answers that you consider necessary and make any suggestions and proposals for
improvement to help us provide higher quality activities (continue on the other side of the sheet if
necessary):
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Thinking about the course:
1. Three learning outcomes for you
•
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
..
•

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
..

•

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
..

2. Order the sessions in terms of interest to you, (you can equal score sessions). Use a rating of 1 to 6.
Session 1: Creativity and the connected
economy
Session 2: Social Media
Session 3: Igniting creativity
Session 4: Creativity tool kit
Session 5: Trust and Sharing / Creativity
Lab
Session 6: Negotiation and putting it all
together

3.

Do you think a course like this is of benefit to other individuals in prison?
Definitely not

Yes

Very much so

4. What has been for you a key highlight in the course?

5. What could be improved?
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6. How could a course like this spark more creativity in a prison.

7.

Do you think a course like this will help on resettlement.
Definitely not

8.

Yes

Very much so

Any other comments?

Thank you for you participation in the course.
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Art courtesy of www.pictora.org
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1.

Introduction

Erasmus+ project (2015 - 2017) Creativity, The Connected Economy and Offenders. (The total
budget of 56000 EUR) The project partnership is diverse specialist organizations in the criminal
justice system from four EU member states:
Latvia – Resocializacijas un Integracijas Asociacija, a Christian fellowship organization working
with ex-offenders through community centres;
Lithuania – Panevezio pataisos namai, a women’s Prison;
Portugal – Associacao Humandades, a 3rd sector organisation working with young families and
delivering training to their teenage fathers in Prison.
UK – Pictora, Social Enterprise working in the area of prison art, linking it to resettlement and
employability skills. Pictora is the partnership coordinating organisation.
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2.

National Training Pilots

What we delivered and where.
What (training units/ toolsWhere
test)
Ledmane, Blue
Cross
rehabilitation
Who am I and what is
my way
centre
Olaine
rehabilitation
centre Nova vita
Riga’s Iļģuciems
Women Prison

Learning to share and
trust

Igniting creativity

Creativity Lab

When

For how longWith whom

February 5, 2016 2h

5 men learners
2 trainers
Learners Age 35 - 65

May 28, 2016

2h

June 7, 2016

2h

Riga’s Central PrisonJune 3, 2016

2h

5 men learners
2 trainers
Learners Age 26 - 60
10 women
learners offenders
2 trainers
Learners Age 17-45
8 men learners offenders
2 trainers

Ledmane, Blue
Cross
rehabilitation
centre
Brukna
rehabilitation
centre
Ledmane, Blue
Cross
rehabilitation
centre
SRC Nova vita

June 21, 2016

2h

5 men learners
2 trainers

June 26, 2016

2h

5 men learners
2 trainers

November 8,
2016

2h

5 male learners
2 trainers

April 12, 2017

2,5h

5 male learners
2 trainers

April 12, 2017

2,5h

Creativity an connected SRC Nova vita
economy
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Testing the tool “Learning to share and trust”
Table Nr.1
Where
Riga’s Central Prison

When
For how long
June 3, 2016 2h

With whom
8
male
learners ofenders
2 trainers

Ledmane, Blue Cross rehabilitation June 21, 2016 2h
centre

5 male learners
2 trainers

Brukna rehabilitation centre

5 male learners
2 trainers

June
2016

26, 2h

Testing the tool “Who am I and what is my way”
Table Nr.2
Where
Riga’s Iļģuciems Women Prison

When
June 7, 2016

For how long
2h

Ledmane, Blue Cross rehabilitation February 5, 20162h
centre
Olaine rehabilitation centre Nova vita May 28, 2016 2h
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With whom
10 women
learners offenders
2 trainers
age 17-45
5 men learners
2 trainers
Age 35 - 65
5 Learners
2 trainers
Age 26 - 60

Training units/ programme quality and adequacy
In pictures are Iļguciema women Prison, both Riga Central prison in Riga, though RIA centers.

Tool Learning to Share and
Trust Central Prison in Riga,
RIA

Tool Learning to Share and
Trust RIA centre Brukna

Tool Learning to Share and
Trust Blue Cross Ledmane

Tool Who am I and what is
my way in woman Prison
Iļģuciems

Tool Who am I and what is
my way in RIA center
Ledmane

Tool Who am I and what is my
way in RIA center Nova Vita
Peternieki

Tool Creativity Lab in Nova
Vita RIA centre, Riga

Tool “Igniting Creativity”
RIA center Ledmane
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Tool Creativity and the
Connected Economy

Learner evaluation of the training tools
Appellation
Learning to
share & trust
Why I am
Creativity
LAB
Igniting
Creativity
Social Media
& Positive
Connections

1

2

3

Blocks to
Creativity
Creativity
and the
Connected
Economy
Global
Programme
Evaluation scale: 1 - lowest score to 5 - highest score

"The European Commission support for the production of this publication does not constitute an
endorsement of the contents which reflects the views only of the authors, and the Commission
cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein."
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4

5

Facilitators evaluation of the training tools

Facilitators Satisfaction Level
global average data

Global Programme
Connected Economy
Learning to Share & Trust
Creativity Lab
Igniting Creativity
Blocks to Creativity
Social Media
1

2

3

4

5

"The European Commission support for the production of this publication does not constitute an
endorsement of the contents which reflects the views only of the authors, and the Commission cannot
be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein."
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3. Conclusions & Recommendations
RIA tested 6 pilots for one time in 7 different partnership organisations of RIA. Different
contexts with different target groups but similar profiles in terms of personal and social
development and social inclusion support needs:
1) In Riga’s Central Men Prison was tested one tool – Learning to trust and share, with group

of 8 men. Tool was tested by 2 facilitators, voluntary professional specialists.
2) In Ledmane, Blue Cross rehabilitation centre were tested three tools - Learning to trust and

share with group of 5 men, Who am I and what is my way, with different group of 5 men
and Igniting creativity with different group of 5 men. All together 15 participants. Units/
tools each time were tested by 2 facilitators, voluntary professional specialists.

3) In Brukna rehabilitation centre was tested one tool – Learning to trust and share, with

group of 5 men. Tool was tested by 2 facilitators, voluntary professional specialist.

4) In Riga’s Iļģuciems Women Prison was tested one tool – Who am I and what is my way,

with group of 10 women. Tools were tested by 2 facilitators, voluntary professional
specialist.

5) In Olaine rehabilitation centre Nova vita was tested tool – Who am I and what is my way,

with group of 5 men. Training units/ tool were tested by 2 facilitators, voluntary
professional specialists.

6) In social rehabilitation centre Ratnieki were tested three tools – Social media, positive

connections and blocks to creativity, with same group of six men. All training units/ tools
were tested by 2 facilitators, voluntary professional specialists.

7) In Rigas social rehabilitation centre of Nova vita, were tested two tools – Creativity lab and

Connected economy with the same group of 5 men.

Appendix I - Evaluation tools
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Preliminary questionnaire
Survey
Hello!
Please fill in the survey. We kindly ask you to put on the top of the page your name and the last
letter of your family name. This is due to the fact that later on we will ask you to fill in this survey
once again.
There are four questions in this survey regarding your age, education, occupation and eight
questions regarding your satisfaction with various areas of life.
We guarantee complete confidentiality regarding this survey, meaning that answers in it would
be disclosed to anyone. They will be used only for statistical purposes in an aggregate format.
1. Your age (please mark one answer):
o
o
o
o

14 – 17
18 – 25
26 – 35
36 – 45

o 46 – 55
o 56 – 65
o 66 or more

2. Your sex (please mark one answer):
o Female
o Male
3. What is your education? (please mark one answer)
o Primary/elementary education (1.- 6.
grade)
o Middle school education (7.-8. grade)
o Secondary school education (9. – 12.
grade)

o
o
o
o
o

College education
Professional (craft) education
University/academic education
None of above
Other_____________________

4. What is your occupation? You currently are … (please mark one answer)
5. Located in prison and working paid job
6. Located in prison and not working paid job
7. Student (full time)
8. Student (half time/evening class)
9. Working (full time)
10. Working (half time)
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11. Unemployed, in process of finding a job, waiting for approval
12. Unemployed, not seeking for a job
13. Working temporary works
14. Retired
15. Other
16. __________________
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(D.Henley, Claywork in the Art Therapy, 2002, page 61)
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